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School based administrators must often determine the use of
potentially powerful computing resources for the school's
instructional program.

While site level administrators have

allocated 1I1any kinds of resources within the schools, the allocation
of this new technology has little precedent.

A decision guide is

proposed to assist site level administrators.
This puide explores three major sources of information to
assist the site level administrator in making computer-related
8llocations.

First, the context of the school, such as the school

profile, and the district plan for instructional use of
microcomputers, forms a basis for investigating the allocation of
computing resources.

Second, because both access to and

applications for instructional

co~puting

resources are critical

issues, the moral dilermr.a of equity-excellence is examined.
Finally, empirical information from the existing literature and from
a possible school based research effort are analyzed.

A procedure

for using this information to make decisions is proposed.

Py

weighing these three sources of information, it is contended that
the administrator is better able to allocate potentially powerful
computing resources.
Woven into the decision guide are specific examples from on
administrator's efforts to
an intermediate school.

~ake

~he

decisions about word processing at

context, equity-excellence issues, and

eIP.pirical information are examined in this particular site to
illustrate one application of the €1J.ide and to share findings about
word processing as an instructional tool.
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PREFACE

Administrative Influence in Instruction
Although Fairfax County Public School administration refers to
the principal as the "program manager," my major emphasis as a
principal is improvement of tne instructional program.

Watching

students learn and helping teachers finding ways to enhance that
learning in their classrooms is my major focus.

The reason I left

one classroom for a school full of classrooms was to improve the
teaching/learning process as the school principal.

I looked for

opportunities to influence what was being taught and how.

One such

area of importance was the use of microcomputers in the classroom.
Much of the interest and enthusiasm came from teachers and students.

At Stephen Foster Intermediate School I watched the
implementation of the computer literacy program, the training of
teachers, and the intefration of computers into the mathematics
classroom.

The skill of one teacher and his enthusiasm built and

encouraged the use of computers in the mathematics

classroo~.

SiII!Ul taneousl~r, the media, professional journals, and educational
conferences seemed to be filled with both interest in and skepticism
about the implications for computers in the classroom.

I wondered

what process I should use to make decisions about the use of
microcomputers in the classrooms at Stephen Foster.
was being pushed by the individual schools and

ix

The district

tea~hers.

Any

x

guidance from the district on allocating resources for
microcomputers would be several years away.
At the same time, several things pushed me into investigating
the use of word processing to teach writing to intermediate
students: the lack of time for numerous retypings of papers after
the revisions in my graduate' work forced me into using word
processing; my background in teaching writing emphasized the process
of revision which seemed to be assisted by word processing;

and my

interest in teaching writing better at the intermediate ag.e led me
to watch students in a learning disanilities class use word
processing when the ma.th classes were not in the computer lab.
These brief experiences convinced me to look at the'.empirical
evidence that migl'lt justify asking the P.T.A. to purchase twelve
microcomputers for students in English.
A quick review of the literature revealed little of conseauence
for intermediate students.

The teachers and I both wanted to know

if word processing actually helped students improve their writing.
Like many of the published authors, we had hunches and a few
personal examples that seemed to indicate success in improving
writing with microcomputers.

My own children who were in

elementary school seemed to write more and revise more fully with
the word processor.

Yet, the evidence was weak for expending the

community funds and allocating teachers' time to learn about word
processing.

xi

My graduate studies provided a further incentive to develop a
school based research study on using word processing to improve
writing with teachers at the intermediate school at which I was
principal.

The school based research that evolved did, in fact,

provide data about student achievement by ability groups when using
word processing and when writing in the conventional manner.

It

helped to answer the question, which group or groups of students at
this school improve their writing significantly by using word
processing? Data were also provided about
the students who learned it.

chan~es

in attitudes of

Additionally, the interviews with

the teachers gave added meaning as they commented on specific
questions in an interview about the process of teaching writing with
the computers as well as on their personal views about where
computing resources should be allocated.
From reading the research about the use of computers for word
processing and from one professor, another broad issue was ra.ised
which I had not previously considered.

How does the debate about

equity and excellence affect the principal when deterroiPing how to
allocate these scarce, but potentially powerful cmputing resources?
Can both excellence and equity te achieved with the resources
available?

If not, should excellence or equity be the determining

factor for allocation of computing resources? Male students
dominated the computer science classes by sheer numbers.
the case for word processing?
sliphtly important.

Was this

Initially, the issue seemed only

However, more reading and discussion convinced

xii

me that not only were the equity-excellence issues important for
word processing but also for other allocations of computing
resources.

Few principals, I suspected, ever considered the

equity-excellence issues in their decisions.
Although the evolution of this dissertation is recorded here in
a few parapraphs, it was a long, developmental process.

It began

with wanting to know the outcome for different ability groups who
used word processing, to considering who deserves to have this
benefit and how it can be deliverec fairly, to finally determining
that beyond collecting empirical data, administrators need
assistance in determining how to allocate computing resources.
The final part of the dissertation, the decision guide, emerged
from the need of administrators to short cut the process I went
through in allocating computing resources.

The daily aspects of

running a school often leave little time to think about the best
allocation of resources.

Often an enthusiastic teacher, a friend, a

hrief article, or intuition play the key role in making major
decisions, such as allocating computing resources.

For the l:;est

results, principals need @Uidance and help from those who have pone
thr~1fh

the process.

This dissertation then became a vehicle for

sharing not only the school based research process and outcomes on
using word processing to improve writing, but also fer providing a
map to guide a.d!Pinistrators who are faced with allocating computing
resources in their schools.
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The reader of this dissertation will note that I have tried to
maintain a balance between the more objective (third person)
researcher and the more subjective (first person) practitioner.

On

one hand, I have attempted to provide my own journey as an
intermediate school principal who wa.s faced with allocating
computing resources for insiruction.

On the other hand, I have

proposed a decision f,Uide from my experiences and understandings
which I believe transcends my personal journey and can be used by
other administrators who are faced with allocating computing
resources for instruction.
strongly.

At times one voice may be heard more

However, these two were woven together with considerable

caution and care.

T.he daily life of a principal rarely provides the

time to reflect and then abstract procedures for other
administrators to utilize.

My experiences and the resulting

decision guide may assist others in coming to conclusions that will
help them allocate computing resources for better instructional
improvement.
Because of the evolution of this research and the nature of the
dissertation, the structure of the presentation is different from
the traditional dissertation.

CHAPTER I

lliTRODUCTION

This dissertation is organized according to the major sources
of information that an administrator should review in order to make
a reasoned decision about the allocation of computing resources.
The major question for the· administrator to answer is:

gow should I

allocate the instructional computing resources? The specific
example of word processing to improve the writing skills of
intermediate students is presented to convey information about the
use of word processing as well as to assist in demonstrating how I
developed the decision guide for other administrators.
Because the structure of this dissertation is'different from the
traditonal dissertation, I believe it will be helpful to the reader
to review the organization and some key questions and elements in
each chapter.
School C:ontext
One area known by each administrator is the current school
settinp:.

Cha.pter II presents the important areas of school context

for consideration.

~he

context of each school is different.

Often

the context is so well known to a principal that it is only the
fuzzy tackgrcund on which decisions are made.

Here I suezgest the

importance of reviewing the school context before allocating the
computing resources.

Several general contextual areas are important

1
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for review: (1) the school profile, (2) the district plan for
utilization of microcomputers, (3) plans for implementation, and (4)
resources for potential program contirruation.

These contextual

dimensions define local needs, other resources available, local
priorities, and competing

n~eds.

The administrator has this information irr.mediately available.
It is the first step in exploring the allocation of computing
resources.

Without reviewing the context, the administrator might

jump to unhelpful and eventually counter productive conclusions.
(1) School Profile
Each school has its own profile.

The items

i~portant

to the

allocation of computing resources include the composition of the
student body, community characteristics, and the curricular program.
A review of these characteristics by the administrator allocating
the computing resources is crucial.

It is within these

characteristics that schools differ from one another, as well as
share similarities.

Like the differences that teachers accommodate

between and within their classes of students, the administrator must
utilize the knowledge of the specific school to determine the
allocation of the computing resources.

For example, consider the

different needs of a student body with Ll.00 students in the average
English classes a.nd 100 in the gifted and low.

Allocating the same

number of computers to each ability level would deny equal access to
the average students.

3

Four important factors that should be considered about the
compo8ition of the student body are the number of students, the
grade levels, the academic achievement and needs, and the ethnic
composition.

First, the total rrumber of students must be considered

for reasonable access to computing resources.

Second, the grade

levels may assist in determining the appropriate applications.
Third, the academic needs and achievement should guide the
administrator as the potential program applications are reviewed.
Finally, the ethnic composition may give t?Uidance on where to place
the resources, especially if a group or groups of students are
achieving less well than other students.
Knowledge about the comrrru.nity is also important for assessing
the mobility rate of students, the socio-economic status, and the
availabilty of microcomputers in the community.

Programs for

students who are constantly moving in and out of a particular school
may need to have a pre-trairing program for the new students, thus
requiring more computers.

Likewise, the socio-economic mixture may

assist the administrator in knowing the access the students have to
computers at home.

If computers are available in the co!I'murity to

those who do not have access at home, programs for after school and
evening use of the computers at the school may not be as necessBry.
Finally, the current curricular programs are ilI'portant to the
a.dministrator in allocating the computinf resources.

~hose

programs

that already show positive student achievement may not need to be
eitered; however, those that are marginal, and/or provide little

4

evidence of success may be the initial targets for consideration for
computing a.pplications.

The curriculUI!l in many schools provide for

grouping students within a particular subject area.

One or more

groups may be achieving well, and the others need more assistance.
Knowledge of the grouping pr?ctices and the instructional outcomes
is also important to the administrator.

Additionally, the current

uses of computers in the building may ::issist in instructing the
administrator in allocating the resources.

A current use that has

proven effective with half of the students may need to be expanded
to other students.

On the other hand, another curricular program

may be a better use of the computers.
District Plan for Instructional Uses
Familiarity with the district plan will assist the local school
administrator in planning the local program.

If the district funds

computer purchase and trains teachers in the same time frame the
site administrator had planned, the decision may be to allocate the
resources elsewhere.

Also, if the district policy is not to give a

school more microcomputers if it already ha.s the number the district
might supply for that purpose, the adminstrator might want to spend
the local or PTA funds for something else or wait until the district
has purchased the microcomputers and supplement the purchase.

Also,

the district may have training facilities and staff available to
work with site level teachers.

Making those connections and gaining

the support of that office shares the responsibility and also gives
the district office a IBodel or pilot project with potentially
enthusiastic teachers and administrators.

5

Implementation
rr'he major areas of importance in implementation include:
administrative support, interested teachers, training for teachers,
equipment maintenance, and allocation of staff resources.
Reports in the 1980's on excellence in education remind
educators of the principal'& importance in the school's student
achievement.

The principal or another administrator's interest in

microcomputers is also essential if the project is to be supported
and developed in the best interest of the students.

Certainly,

another administrator can move the project toward its goals a.s can a
teacher or group of teachers.

However, the importance of

A fully planned process

administrative support cannot be minimized.
of implementation must have that support.

The additional crucial area is the teaching staff.

The

administrator must consider carefully the interest and skills of the
teaching staff.
beginning.

A verbal survey of their skills and interest is a

However, motivating them to take extra time and energy

for training and learning how to use the microcomputers may take

extra enthusiasm on the administrator's part.
Another element is training teachers.

Training may be done by

other teachers, by the administrator, by private trainer, or throufh
self-learning.

The quality of each possiblility must be assessed,

and funding, if required, obtained.

Teachers who are net well

trained may make it more difficult for the students or promote a
negative attti tude tow8rd the use of microcomputers.

Using
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volunteers first for the initial training may assist in motivating
the reluctant teachers.
An additional concern in implementation is computer maintenance.
Two items must be considered.

One is having someone on site who is

willing to jigf'Je wires, re-load programs and call for help.
a computer coordinator can fill this important role.

Often

If an

instructional aide is assigned to the computer lab or to assist with
computers, tha.t person can be the key contact.

Likewise,

maintenance personnel who are available quickly are very important.
They rrru.st respond promptly so that student computing time is not
wasted, nor schedules destroyed.

Teachers are reluctant to replan

their activities day after day with equipment that 'is not working.
It also

discour~es

students who lose their writing or cannot

retrieve a piece written the day before.
~he

implementation phase can give the program impetus to

continue and grow or can kill it irmnediately.

Schools can quickly

measure success among the teachers when other members of the same
department want to be included'. or other departments want to bring
their students to the laboratory or borrow the microcomputers when
they are not in use.

Thorough knowledge of the implementation

process is important.

The visibility and encouragement by the

administrator throughout the process is

c~lcial.

Resources
One further consideration in reviewing the context is
additional staff or the reallocation of the staff.

~emporary
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reallocation of staff may prove to be a permanent need.

The

administrator's commitment is perceived as even stronger if a
project has adaitional or reallocated staff support.

When real

support is available, the teachers have evidence of administrative
commitment and grow more committed themselves.

F.mpirical Sources of Information

The tackground provided in Chapter II on the context of the
school gives the necessary framework for considering the empirical
sources of information.

With the information clearly in mind about

the particular school, the administrator can

explo~e

the literature

and then, if appropriate, develop a school tased research study.
Chapters III and IV explore two sources of information to determine
what group or groups of students might benefit the !!lost from the use
of microcomputers to teach writing with word processing.

First, a

review of research in computers and composition was explorea in the
hopes that enough empirical infor'I!lation was available that the site
level admiriistrator could decide the most beneficial uses of word
processing for particular groups of students.
However, in the case of word processing, the information was
neither complete nor conclusive enough for the administrator to
wisely allocate the resources.

"No research yet proves word

processing' s effectiveness" (Sommers, 1~5, p. 3).

In some instances

applying. the empirical findings to a specific site with a different

8

context might not prove to be the best use of the
resources.

co~puting

At this point the administrator could make one of

several decisions: intuitively allocate the resources; wait to
allocate the resources until more research from others was
available; or develop a. school based research study to help answer
questions for which the research and literature were inconclusive.
With limited resources, an intuitive allocation could prove harmful
or not beneficial.

Likewise, waiting for more conclusive research

may waste valuable instructional hours of a potentially powerful
learning tool.

Given the inconclusive research on word processing,

the difficulty of direct application of findings gathered elsewhere,
and the positive indications in the literature, a site level
research effort could provide necessary empirical data for the
administrator.
Obviously, to begin such an effort, some resources had to be
allocated to the research project.

In this case, as the site level

administrator, I developed a research study collaboratively with
volunteers from the English staff.

Empirical data from this effort

assisted in the decision of where to best allocate the scarce
resources in this school.

Some of the questions that such a study

might answer are found in Chapter IV.
In addition to informing the decision, the training and actual
involvement of the staff in school based research was beneficial
since the teachers have ownership in both the outcomes and the
necessary changes.

Being part of the process that will eventually
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result in an administrative decision provided an opportunity for
teachers to learn, grow, share, and influence a decision on the use
of computers which may become a new tool in their classrooms.
Obviously, this is a benefit not availahle to those who implement
decisions from findings in the research.

With a school based

research study, the teachers shared in the decision making process.

Equity-Excellence

Following a discussion of the empirical data available, the
issue of equity-excellence in relation to computing resources is
reviewed in Chapter V.

I had previously ignored th].s central issue

in allocating computing resources.
overlooked by any administrator.

This issue is most easily
Teachers and many members of the

community know the context of the school, although generally not
from the vantage point of the principal.
~embers,

~eachers,

comrmrnity

central office administrators, and school board members

frequently req_uest empirical data to prove that the allocation will

assist young people to learn.
board or a local community
resources.

Often the central staff and school

~iscuss

eauity when allocating computing

However, they often miss the relationship between equity

and excellence in decision making.

Likewise, principals often lack

the time to pursue an understanding of the issues involved.
Several questions became primary:

Can both equity and

excellence be achieved with the computing resources ava.ilable? Row
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do the actual applications in computing show differences among
females and males, and majority and minority students? Is it
possible to have equity without the equal goal of excellence?
While the review of the issues is by no means comprehensive,
the importance of a continued relationship of equity and excellence
is stressed.
money.

One without the other can easily lead to wasting

For example, one microcomputer for an elementary school with

four hundred students with two hours a year per student may appear
most equitable, but no is likely to benefit.

Likewise allocating

the resources to only the brightest students who could gain the most
preparing for Scholastic Aptitude Tests may not be the most
equita1:1e distribution.

Thus, Chapter V raises the. additional

questions that should be asked by a school based administrator
before allocating computing resources.
The Decision Guide
The reader will notice that I have initially presented the
equity-excellence discussion following the empirical data.

However,

in the process of creating the decision guide, I changed the order
for a very practical reason.

The issues in the equity-excellence

discussion are similar for each computing application.

The answers

to the questions raised may vary slightly, but the basic discussion
remains the same. For that reason, it seemed that with rela.tively
little extra time the administrator could consider the
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equity-excellence issues for each of the possible applications
oefore determining which possible application to review in depth.
Within Chapter VI the reader will also explore the thinking
behind the structure of the decision guide before the guide is
presented.

My experience in determing the allocation of the

microcomputers at an

interm~diate

school and the school site study

on the use of microcomputers for word processing influenced the
decision guide.

It went through several iterations before coming to

its present form.
The decision guide is explained both verbally and visually.

As

the reader will see, it is not possible to provide a step by step
heuristic that could be answered "yes" (go on to
(return to a previous step).

n~xt

step) or "no"

The process is too complicated to

develop a simple guide with easy steps.

The questions do not have

"yes" or "no" answers.
The guide suggests steps in both collecting information and the
points at which decisions must be made.

Sources of information come

from the instructional needs of the students in the school, the
school site context (school profile, district plan for microcomputer
utilization, implementation, and program continuation),
equity-excellence issues (application and access), and empirical
data (literature and research and school site research, if
appropriate).
results.

Each considered separately might bring different

The most difficult aspect for the administrator is to

finally review the information as a whole rather than as pieces.

It
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is only after considering the information as a whole that the actual
allocation of computing resources should be made.
The actual decision points are few.

First, an initial

limitation must be made of the potential areas of curricular need.
~he

guide suggests a limitation to no more than three areas.

Then,

after a review of the context, and the equity-excellence issues, the
administrator must limit the scope to one area for indepth review of
the empirical data.

Finally, the wicrocomputers must be allocated

on the basis of context, equity-excellence, and empirical data.

If

the information suggests that the allocation in the selected area is
not a positive use of resources, then another use should be explored
extensively.
The use of word processing as an example should provide the
reader with specifics in toth understanding the process in the
decision guide and in drawing conclusions about the use of word
processing in a particular intermediate school.
Out of the interest in

allocatin~

computing resources for word

processing in one school has grown a recommended approach to making
decisions about allocating computing resources in other settinfs for
other instructional purposes.

Teaching and learning should continue

with renewed interest through the use of computing resources if they
are allocated thou£.htfully as recommended by the guide.

Implications and Recommendations

The final chapter reviews for the reader what I intended to do
in this study, what I did, and what was gained.
to whom the study may be valuable.
questions that might be
practitioners.

pur~ed

It, also, indica.tes

Finally, it proposes unanswered

by other researchers and

CHAPTER II

SCHOOL SITE CONTEXT
The context of the specific school must be considered before
the site level administrator determines the allocation of the
microcomputers.

The context is important because the administrator

can make the site specific qecisions while the superintendent and
the school board often make policy or decisions for the total
district.

Any administrator who has worked in different schools

realizes that the variables within a particular school shape the
decisions within a particular timeframe.
importance must be studied.

Several areas of

These include the school profile,

district plan for utilization of microcomputers, plsm.s for
implementation, ru1d resources for potential program continuation.
Each of these i terns are explored at one intermediate school.
School Profile
The school selected is a suburban intermediate school with the
following characteristics. It has a total of 650 students with
eighth grade students and 302 seventh grade students.

3~8

':::wenty-five

percent of the students are minority with fifteen percent Black
students and nine percent non-Enelish speaking.
percent

enco~pass

speaking students.

~he

other one

minorities other than Black or non-English
Thirteen percent of the student population

changes during the school year.

While the nei@'lborhood generally is
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composed of educated middle and upper middle class suburban
families, fourteen percent qualify for the free or reduced lunch
program.

~he

number of students, the ethnic composition, and the

socio-economic status provides the administrator with a view of the
texture of the school and such specifics as a potential number of
computers if researchers recommend a specific ratio of computers to
students for use with a particular application.
For the 1983-84 school year the average percentiles of
achievement on the nationally normed Science Research Achievement
(SRA) test for eighth grade students were: reading 73%, Language
Arts 74%; and mathematics 83%.

Special programs include English as

a. Second Lanf-U.age, Learning Disabled (resource and ~elf-contained),

physically handicapped, and gifted (school based and center).
Students are required to pass math and English and must have a.t
least a "D" average in other subjects to be :promoted.

Students are

grouped by achievement in mathematics and English, with five
groupings in mathematics and six in English.
to t6ke

En~lish,

Students are requirec

social studies, mathematics, health and physical

education, and a. semester of science in seventh grade.

The other

classes are completed by electing a year-long and a semester course
or three semester courses including home economics, music (choral,
band and orchestra), art, introduction to foreign language,
industrial arts, reading, drama, and speech.

In the eighth grade

the requirements are English, mathematics, health and physical
education, science, and two year long electives or four semester
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electives.

In addition to the seventh grade electives, computer

science, Spanish I or French I and social studies are offered.
Within the reauired and elective programs microcomputers are
currently used for computer literacy for all students through
ma.thematics classes in seventh and eie:..hth grade.
available to those ei£hth

gr~de

They are also

students in computer science.

For

the past two years, two hundred students requested computer science
which is more than twice the number of students for which there were
microcomputers available.

Therefore, student names were drawn out

of a hat without regard to ability or skills.

An equal chance for

access was provided for all students who enrolled.

This class was

held in the mathematics microcomputer lab which proyides fourteen
microcomputers for computer science, some computer assisted
instruction (CAI) for mathematics, and computer literacy.

Six of

the fourteen microcomputers were purchased with district funds;
others were purchased locally by the PTA or trading off other
equipment such as air conditioners.

Although the mathematics

teachers tegan with several microcomputers per classroom, they
eventually pooled the microcomputers into a laboratory in order to
instruct and assist the students on microcomputers at the same time.
The community has no facilities available to students outside
the school building

u~iess

their families have p1rchased home

computers or students have access to computers at their parents'
work place.

No plans seem to be forthcoming from the community for

such access although several businesses, including IBM, have donated
microcomputers to schools for instructional use.
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While no one part of this information in the school :profile may
singularly determine how microcomputers are allocated, the combined
information has significant bearing.

For instance, in the example

school, the allocation of microcomputers for all students in
mathematics is fourteen to six hundred and fifty.

Additionally, for

one semester, one hundred students are learning to prograI!l in BASIC
for fifty-five minutes a day. (Interestingly enough, the balance of
males to females in the computer science class at the eighth grade
level is more similar to the general population of the school than
is true at the higp school level where males dominate).

Some

teachers and their students use the microcomputers for Computer
Assisted Instruction (CAI) in mathematics.

At this school, the site

level administrator might want to allocate more microcomputers to
mathematics, but protably will consider other potential uses in
these circumstances.

Also, the information about grouping might

raise the questions asked previously: which group or groups of
students benefit the most from a particular application? J_;ikewise,
the ethnic composition might make the equity question one of major
concern for this particular school.
\A.Thile this information is available to ea.ch administrBtor, it
is important to actually list it in brief form eo that it can be
considered at the decision points in eJ.locating scarce computinf,
resources.

Often the site level administrator sees and reviews this

information at such different times of the year that the total
picture might be unclear if it is not reviewed carefully.
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District Plan for Instuctional Uses
In the school district used as an example, a county wide
computer literacy program began five years ago. Trained teachers
have implemented that program in grades one through twelve.
Elective courses have been ?ffered at the high schools in business
data processing, accounting, and computer science for over ten
years.

~he

enrollment in these courses has more than tripled in

most schools in the last two years.

Other uses have been made of

the microcomputers on a school by school basis as well as in pilot
projects such as one which seeks to encourage the use of
microcomputers in areas other than math;
A district-wide task force has been developing the second five
year plan for the implementation and utilization of microcomputers
in the curriculum, K-12.

Each subject area and grade level has been

addressed in a district plan which was submitted to the staff and
school boa.rd in late 1985. The plan includes the curriculum
objectives, necessary hardware, training plan, SUfgested software,
and equity issues.
The ristrict Office of Technologv has assisted in these
planning efforts.

'!'hey hav·e received input frori the business

corr.rnuni ty, parent groups, teacher groups, and staff. Their job has
been one of developing long range plans, initiating programs and
encouraging local school efforts.

They have developed and equipped

a computer training center which is available for training teachers
as well as staff to assist in the local school effort.
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In the case of this intermediate school, the teachers were atle
to join a federally funded project because of the availability of
the hardware for word processing.

The training was completed for

the teachers through the federally funded grant for Project

LIT~

(Learning Improvement Through Technology) • The grant money also
provided for software, sixty floppy disks, and two boxes of computer
paper per participating school.
becrur~

The example intermediate school

a showcase when the federal project directors came to monitor

the progress.

In other words, both the Office of Technology and the

school benefited in meeting their goals.

Most of all, from Project

LITT the students at this intermediate school had trained teachers
to begin working with them in the fall of 1984.
Although this guide is for school based administrators when
they have flexibility of determining how and where to allocate the
computing resources, that luxury does not always exist.
may have tight control over computer applications.
be spent for specific applications.

ristricts

P.T.A. money may

However, with the new

technology, often the district fa1ls behind the local school and the
administrator has the opportunity to make the allocation of
computing resources.

At Stephen Foster, however, resources were

available and a possi 'cle implementation in English classes was
explored.
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Implementation

At Stephen Foster Intermediate School which is the site used in
this study, six of the eight English teachers volunteered to be part
of the project.

While the idea originated with the principal,

teachers were both enthusia,stic and skeptical about the prospect of
using microcomputers to improve writing skills.
experimented briefly themselves or with students.

Some had
The willingness

of the reading teacher, whom they all respected, to work with the
teachers gave added support.

Likewise, the knowledge of the

principal about word processing and the program made it possible to
have someone available on site to begin the traini,ng and
troubleshoot when things did not seem to work.
A federally funded training facility and trainers available to
teach word processing skills to teachers made it possible for four
of the six teachers to receive training after school for five weeks
on Atari microcomputers.

This training, in addition to taking the

Ataris home during the Sl.1l'.filller,

~ve

the teachers a solid familiarity

with both the microcomputers and the word processing program.

The

reading teacher had used the Ataris for CAI with her students in
reading and four of the teachers had taken the baBic computer course
two years previously.

One teacher commented in an interview that

she wished the research project had been completed in her second
year since only in April was she feeling comfortable enough with the
program and the machines not to transfer her anxieties to the
students.
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Declining enrollment at Stephen Foster Intermediate School ir.ade
it possible to have a double classroom with twelve microcomputers
and four printers set up on one side of a double classroom which
became the computer writing lab.

This facilitated both the students

who were using the microcomputers and the students who were editing
or sharing their work.
students.

~he

.teacher could monitor both groups of

Also, if the teacher wanted the students to work in

pairs, that was also possible.
In the writing laboratory, an instructional aide answered
questions and assisted students with the program when they were
first learning how to use it.

Likewise, at the end of the class

when everyone wanted to save and print at the last Iflinute the
teacher and aide helped the stragglers who could have been late to
the next class.

'ihe aide served as the in-house maintenance person

and contact person when equipment needed to be repaired.
Interviews with the teacher revealed the importance of the aide in
the the lab.

After the initial implementation teachers and

administrators discover important elements for program continuation
~1ch

as the instructional aide.

Assessing the needs is important

for program contirru.ation.

Program Continuation

The cycle is never complete for ooccessful programs must te
evaluated, monitored, adapted, and oopported.

further purchase of
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equipment may be warranted along with additional training.

While

this is true of any program, it is necessary to mention the
contirrued monitoring to be certain the eoals for which the
microcomputers were purchased are reing met.

If in fact they are

not, there use must be assessed, the program modified and/or the
computers reallocated.

Issues such as eq_ual access and

encouragement of skills on the microcomputers must also be
monitored.
~~y

eventual decision as the principal to expand a.ccess to all

students in the average and low classes necessitated more teacher
training and tighter scheduling of class periods in the writing lab.
~his

decision WE>B made after considering the

schoo~

context,

equity-excellence issues, and the results of the school based
research study which revealed the significant gains made by the low
and average students on their final drafts.

Additionally, to

continue the use of word processing for the gifted and above average
students, it was suggested by the teachers that these students
needed keyboarding skills. This problem was taken to the district
and is being explored as a course and for inclusion into the
curriculum at the sixth grade level.
While it is not the intent to propose a thorough plan for
acquisition, implementation and evaluation of computer use, the
elements briefly mentioned are important considerations when the
site level administrator begins deliberation on the allocation of
the computing resources.

For along with the empirical data and the
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issues of equity-excellence, the specific site context may point to
a particular decision that would re different in another school.

To

not consider the contextual elements of the site would be to make
decisions without full information concerning the learning
environment of students in that particular school.

Summary
Reviewing the school site context provided the opportunity for
me as

the administrator to bring into focus the elements of the

school and the school system that assisted and detracted from using
computing resources at Stephen Foster Intermediate·School.

The

school profile reviewed the number and ethnic backgrounds of the
students, their curricular program, the current use of
microcomputers, and the community computer resources available to
the students.

~he

district plan for instructional uses of computers

forced we to look beyond the school to see what provisions were
being made a.t the district level and how those
school plans.

t!light

alter local

My interest and involvement in a school site study on

the use of word processing no doubt pointed to my selection to the
district cow.rnittee for a five year plan for instructional uses of
microcomputers.

The implementation aspect forced me to face the

need for administrative support, for selecting interested teachers,
for training teachers, for equipment maintenance a.nd for additional
staff resources.

Finally, within the school context I reviewed the
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long term needs for continuing a program which relied on the
potential allocation of additional resources.
In this case the students had access to computing resources for
mathematics and a special course in programming.

The standardized

test scores indicated that the language arts and reading areas could
benefit from additional assistance.

Resources in the community for

computing were not available to students, except in their own homes.
The district plan for instructional uses of microcomputers was only
in the planning stage althou€.tl a federal project provided training
for uses other than mathematics.

At Stephen Foster the enthusiasm

of the teachers in English for word processing far exceeded their
interest in computer assisted instructi"on for drilf and practice.
The software in English, science, and social studies was just
beginning for the Ataris.

English teachers were eager to learn if

word processing could assist students in improving their writing
skills.

Although other groups of teachers were mildly interested,

real enthusiasm was evident from of the English teachers.

Both the

physical arrangement in the building, the instructional aide's
ava.ilabilty, and the teachers' enthusiasm pointed toward looking
more closely at the literature and eventually at a school based
research study.
Information on school context was most readily available to me.
Little time was necessary to collect it.

However, I needed to

spend the time summarizing and reviewing the information tp begin rc.y
consideration of adding computing resources to the instructional
program.

CTlAPTER III
F!f:FIRICAL TI-TFOF?MATION:

P.F8FARCE Ail' LIT.F.RATURE
Two important sources of empirical information will be explored:
the research literature and a school based research effort.

It is

crucial for the site level administrator to review the existing
research and literature in order to gain as much information as
possible from recorded experiences and research.

Sources for this

information include professional organizations, journals,
dissertations, books, conferences, and experts.

It is possible that

staff members or librarians can assist in collecting the relevant
literature and research for review.

In.the case of word processing,

the literature review should include the way teaching writing has
evolved.
Writing Process Bmerges

Written composition in the Enflish classroom is a long and
tedious process for toth the student and the teacher.

With the

research in the late 1060s and early 1970s on composing by Fmig
King ( 1979),

~roffett

&

( 1968), and Graves ( 197r:,) , teachers tepan to

look at writing as a process as well as a product.

~here

was a.

change from writing l'!'lerely to explain, to writinf to explore.

Such

is the c8se with journal and free writing that investigate the
initial ideas tut rarely incorporate the proper 0a1J1mar, spelling or
structure of the final product.
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rrihe process continues in refining writing into a. final product
from the exploration stage.

With the need expert and

non-professional writers have for multiple drafts, English teachers
also tegan to expect students to write several drafts tefore the
final copy.

In fact, in most cases the teacher and/or other

students critique the paper at various stages to give suggestions
for improvement before the final copy is handed to the teacher.

In

many instances, all the drafts are required to be attached to the
final copy.

Research and textbooks alike emphasize writing as a

process which includes pre-writing, composing and post-writing.
With word processing, "the focus of writing becomes the process
rather than the product" (I1indemann and Willert, 19?5, p. 52).
Bikel (1CJ85) describes using word processing more fully, "Wa.tchinp
words, phrases, and sentences jump around on the screen at their
command, they seemed to a.ppreciate the fact that effective writing
is a dynamic process" (p. 43).

f'.urely, this assistance to the

student writer appears helpful in teaching writinf.
Revision and editing
Following the very important pre-writing stage, the composing and
post-writing stages include the initial writing, revision, sharing,
and editing. Schwartz (1982) believes that the computer can "reduce
initial fears of making mistakes and encourage a greater willingness
to fully explore meaninfS" ( p. 28).

Her interviews with college
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faculty and students on the cenefits included comments on the ease
with which they could begin writing because it was easy to change
ideas, words, or sentences.
Following the initial writing comes the necessity to revise by
adding, deleting, and moving text.

The greatest deterrent for

revision of a composition i.s the necessity for recopying all of it
8..€8-in.

"Word processing is a tremendous advantage in this endeavor,

for a student can make instantaneous changes without fear of
recopying" (IJindemarm and Willert, 1985, p. 51).

Some students make

more errors in the newly copied version than in the original.

The

time spent in recopying could be used to actually revise the
composition.

"Boudrot (1083) recounts, "Students spend less time

worrying about mistakes and more time concentrating on content"
( p. 28).

''Research shows that professional writers add, delete,

rearrange, and change large sections of text •.. , student writers
usually do not do more than adjust a few spelling and punctuation
items, line up an occasional parallel construction, and add or
delete a few words or a line here or there" (Schwartz, 1982, p.28).
Da.iute (1~4) noted, ''Revising "became increasingly efficient--five
of eight received higher holistic scores on post-test than on
pre-test" ( p.136).
It is the area of revision that provides the greatest interest
for study among the resea.rchers in the literature.

Preliminary

studies at the University of Minnesota with six writers indicate
that process changed and revision seemed easier when using the
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computer. (Pridwell, Nancarrow & Ross, 1CBL1, p. 388). Zinsser (1°83),
a professional writer, agrees, "A word processor encourafteS you to
play" ( p. 100) .

f'aiute ( 1SB3) finds young writers more willing to

experiment when using word processing and eelieves it encourages
more comprehensive revision. ·Armstrong also concludes, "They take
more risks when they write .because they can change it; they can
revise it.

They do a better job of writing" (p. c5).

Arms (1982) recounts the success with engineering students who
associated the revising process with debugging a computer.

They

were also encouraged by critically reading each others papers and
revising for a wider audience than merely the teacher.
concludes that electronic writing "gives students

'.3-

She also

feeling of

power-the power of words in harmony with the power of the computer"
(p. 7).

Standiford, Jaycox and Auten (1983) agree, "BecBuse of the

ease of revising without tedious recopying, writers are !!lore open to
suggestions for change Md less inhibited about implementing
suggestions" (p. 23).
Increased Writing
Several teachers indicated that their students using the
computer "wanted to write, wrote more and were willing to work with
their writing (Pikel,1SB5, p.45).

Womble (1985) concluded that

"Word processing helps students stay longer with a piece of writing
and to experiment wih additions and deletions, etc." (p. 76).
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Sharing Writing

Another important aspect of the writing process is the sharing
of the writing with an audience.

This may take the form of sharing

while the writing is in progress or in its final stage (Evans, 1985,
p. ffi).

':::he screen makes

~iting

with a word processor more of a.

public act (Zinsser, 1CB3, p. 44-). "There was more sharing and
discussion of writing in the early stages of its development"
(Bikel, 1985,

r·

42).

Students often work in writing groups to

shere their drafts which are easily produced in rrumerous copies on
the printer once the draft is completed.

The drafts also "'become

the content of the teacher/student conference which' is a primarv
~
instructional tool that emnha.sizes the importance of collaboretion
and revision (Jjindemann and Willert, 1985, Jl· 53).

Often with two

students to a computer, the limited rrumber of computers forces the
collaboration that often produces better writing.
Visually Attractive Copy
One aspect of word processing seems to be both an asset and a
prol:::leri.

The clean copy gives a "professional a.ppearance which

seems to engender a desire for perfection and vice versa (Lindemann
and Willert, 1os5, p. 49).

Schwartz

(1982) calls the tendency for

students to ea_uate attractive copy with a well i;..rri tten paper 'smoke
screen revision' (p. 28).

One of the postive aspects is noted by
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P.ikel ( 1Q85) "No longer ashamed of how their papers looked, students
soon requested additional copies for friends or relatives and asked
that their writinp: be posted on bulletin boards in the classroom"
( p. 42).

'J'he other limitation is the lack of typing skills.

As

Daiute (1984) points out, "r:1o compose quickly and freely, writers
must know how to type" ( p. 132).

Some teachers do the typing

themselves or use volunteers to a.ssist (Bikel, 1985, p. 41 ). Others
are teginning to teach keyboarding or use computer programs that are
typing tutors (Lindemann and 1tfillert, 1985, p. 48) .

'i1eacher

An additional result comes from the use of word processing in
the classroom.

Sommers

(198~)

indicates that adding the

microcomputers to the classrom decentralizes it irrevocably (p. 8).
It provides rr.ore time for individualized instruction (Wrench, 198.1.,
p. 3).

m~eachers

can provic,e constructive critic ism while the

writing is actually happening" (Natioml Institute of Bducation,

1°£4, p. 1 ).
~eachers

Sound composition instruction cannot be left behind.

are still central to the process since they must help the

students learn to revise ( ~ommers, 1985, p. 7).
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Word Processing: A ~ool
Educators see word processing as a tool.

Stickney (1984) notes,

"Word processing is the computer technology tha.t lets you write,
revise and edit on an electronic screen before committing your prose
to the finality of paper" (p. 129).

.

Both Womble (1985) an.d Wrench

(1984) concur that the microcomputer provides one more tool for the
students and teachers to use in the classroom to assist in improving
writing skills (p. 75 and p. x).

Selfe (1985) warns those looking

for a quick answer to teaching writing, "We cannot, even as
computers become more common in the work place and in schools,
expect every student to embrace the computer as a favorite composing
tool" (-p. 64).
Student Attitudes
One additonal area of importance for improving writing is
student attitudes toward writing.

Three writers indicate an

improved attitude toward writing. Arms (1982) indicated this with
the college engineering students.

Lindemann and Willert (1985)

note, "Word processing improves attitudes toward writing" ( p. 53) .
raiute (1984) recounts young children saying, "They enjoy writing on
computers more than they do with a pen" (p. 138)
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Student Groups Studied

Adults and college students have been the focus for much of the
research and experiences rather than intermediate students.

College

students in Collier's (1983) case studies showed that the students
revised more, wrote longer essays, and seemed to be more positive
about writing with the computers.

Rowever, he failed to see an

improvement in the quality of student writing (p. 153-154).

Only a

few professional writings reveal some teachers using word processors
with upper elementary and secondary students.

Piper (1983-84)

worked with fifth graders in Abernathy, r:'exas, on a research project
which combined learning skills such as sentence combining, commas
and conjunctions, word choice, and word order while writing with a
word processing package.

She found that students made insertions

and deletions quickly and easily: moved words, phrases and
sentences; revised on the screen; and did not experience writer's
cramp ( p. 82).

Project CUII.iL, working extensively ·with grades 3-5

reports, "Teachers involved in the project say their kids are
writing more and enjoying it more" (Watt, 1984, p.78).
Willis ( 1983), a junior high school teacher, reiterates the
value of the corrrputer ih getting students to revise and edit their
own work as a natural phase.

Withey ( 1983) and Womble ( 1984) , both

hifh school teachers favor the use of the computer for word
processing.

Fxperienced writers move sentences and reorganize

sections while students

u~Jally

change words if they do any
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revising.

'~Tell

designed word processors eliminate recopying and

encourage reorganization" (Withey, 1983, p. 29). Womble ( 1984) adds
that seeing what they write on the screen assists in making later
corrections (p. 37).
Further Research Implications

Much of the writing about word processing to improve student
writing skills is based on experiences of teachers rather than
carefully designed empirical research.

Much literature consists of

anecdotal or observational accounts of classroom computer
activities.

My discussion with the English teachers at Stephen

Foster Intermediate School revealed their interest in improving
students' writing with a holistic approach rather than counting
changes and revisions.

In reviewing this literature with them, we

determined several auestions we wanted answered by further research.
The studies available had not considered classroom groups of
intermediate students, nor had they considered the total piece of
writing in their assessment.

The first area for research was the

drBfts of the actual writing.

We brainstormed research questions

and finally narrowed them to these areas.
(1) Does word processing improve the composition product for
intermediate students?
(2) roes the first draft improve compared to the first draft
eighteen weeks before?
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(3) roes the final draft improve compared to the final draft
eighteen weeks

~ef ore?

(4) Which ability group(s), if any, benefit from the use of
word processing?
Then we concerned ourselves with the observations the teachers
might bring to the study

a~

they worked with the students.

research we read gave us some

~nformation

The

in this area, but it

generally focused on three to five students or college classes
rather than an intermediate teacher working with a whole classroom.
We determined several areas for exploration in the school based
research effort.
(1) What benefits do teachers see with

wor~

processing?

(2) Do students remain on task longer when using word
processing for writing?

(3) How do typinf skills, or lack thereof, affect the use of
word procesing?
(4) Would teachers want to continue to use word processing
with their students?
'.::he final area of interest was student attitudes toward
writing and the use of word processing.

Several questions guided

the research.
(1) roes the use of word processing for writing improve
student attitudes toward writing?
(2) Faw do students view using word processing?
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Tbe concern for me a.s the administrator included the above
questions, but I finally needed to decide:
How should computing resources be allocated to improve
instruction?
Having the teacher read and react to the literature gave them
a. basis for developing the 9_uestions to be answered in the school
based study.

It also convinced them that little research was

available to answer the auestions they posed for writing improvement
of their students.

Several asked a.t the end of the school based

research how I felt about the results.

Their fears were that I had

anticipated great advances in writing for all students using
computers.

However, I answered that much like the .experiences they

related, I learned TrnJ.ch about working with them, developing a school
based research study, determining how to alloca.te the school's
computing resources, and matching my hunches about the use of word
processing to improve intermediate students' writinf skills with the
results of the study.

I was not at all disappointed with the

results as some may have anticipated.

It appears the school t.ased

study may add to the knowledge about using word processing with
whole groups of students a.t the intermediate level.
Although each of the writings in the literature reviewed
addressed.the use of computers in teaching and learning writinf!, no
research was available in 1c,BL1 that looked at differences between
existinp a.bili t"'J groups of intermediate students who use word
processing for composition

~md

those who do not.

Although many
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indicate the importance of writing as a process, the fir.al measure
for the teachers was whether or not the students could use word
processing to improve their written product.

Thus, the lack of

other published empirical information made a school based research
e:ff ort a very important source of information for me before the
decisions were made.

CF.APTER IV

Er'TIRIGAL 1.NFORlf.ATION:
8CHOOL BASED RFITA.RCH

EFF()R~

Professors and teachers are writing descriptive articles about
the use of word processing for writing compositions.
the spring of 1934, it

appe~.red

However, in

that much work needed to be

completed hef ore intermediate English teachers could use word
processing with confidence that it would improve student writing.
Therefore, as the adrni.nistra.tor I reviewed some of the key pieces of
literature with six English teachers and the reading teacher at
Stephen Foster Intermediate School.

We determined that more

information was necessary on the use of word
student writing.

~herefore,

proce~sing

to improve

a school based research effort was

undertaken before I could determine if I wanted to allocate
computing resources for word processing, and if so, to what group(s)
of students.

Background
Following the initial review of several key pieces of the
literature, six ::r.plish teachers and a reading teacher volunteered
tote part of the study with two classes each of the same general
ahili ty level paired as a control and experiment2J. FfOUp during the
fall semester of 1Q84.

ruring the spring of 198t with the

assistance of funds from the School District Office of Research and
EvallJation, we met and disctissed the project and the research
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questions the teachers felt would help them determine wt1ich
grcup(s), if any, would benefi+, most from the use of word processing
to improve their writing skills.

Several had noted improved writing

skills of students who were in their classes and had used word
processing.

The English Department planned several of their locaJ_

in-service programs to learn about the available word processing
programs.
After volunteering for this project,

the ristrict's Office of

Research and Svaluation funded two in-service days and ten hours of
per diem pay for each teacher during the summer for work on the
project.

Additionally, four of the six teachers were further

trained through a federally funded project

(Projec~

LITT).

Also,

during the spring of 1984, two teachers experimented with three
classes using the word processing for their writing.

The insights

of these students and teachers influenced the design of the study.
Further involvement of the teachers developed.

One teacher

helped write word processing activities to te distributed to the
English teachers in Pa.irfax County under Project 117"2 for use with
their students.

Two of the four trained with Project LITT

one additional week of training during the sur:runer of 1985.
the six teachers used

8

received
Each of

microcomputer and the "Bank Street Writer"

and "Atari Writer" word processing programs for a portion of the
summer at home and/ or in a trairiing prO€Tam .•
One problem was discussed early by the teachers and me.

Row

many microcomputers would be adequate? Since the class sizes which
would be used in this school based research study ranged from 10 to
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30, it was determined that e. minimum of 12 Atari microcomputers was
necessary with all of the peripheral equipment such as disc drives,
monitors, printers, and networks.
Ataris were selected for several reasons.

We could purchase

three computers and the peripherals for the cost of one Apple.
Simple access to the machiqes for more students ma.de this choice
more practical.

Additonally, the Atari's were already on the

purchasing bid so they could be acquired quickly.
ma.de this choice the best possible at the time.

One other element
The contract with

the maintenance people for Atari promised repairs within 24 hours or
a loan of equipnent while the computers were being repaired.
Additional decisions were made concerning the

plac~ment

of the

microcomputers and the classroom's location.

A double room was

acquired for the microcomputers so that the teacher could monitor
the students using the microcomputers as well as have enough space
for other students.
'11eachers previewed both the "Atari Writer" and "Bank Street
Writer" to use as the word pr,ocessing program.
strengths.

Both have their

Finally, they determined that "Bm1k Street Writer" was

better for this age level because of the ease of selecting a.
command, the possibility of printing a draft that looks exactly like
the forty character-wide screen, and the tutorial.
After the initial decisions were made the teachers and I wanted
to know several thinps:
-Would using word processing improve the writing in a first
draft more than not using word processing?
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-W011ld using word processing improve the writing in a final
draft more than not using word processing?
-Would using word processing benefit any ability group(s)
more than others?
-What insights would the teachers have if instruction using
word processing

wer~

to continue or expand?

-Would writing attitudes of those using word processing
improve more than those not using word processing?
This school based research study was intended to answer these key
questions developed by the teachers and me.

It was not possible to

answer all the questions posed by the literature review so we
focused on those above.
Rubjects and Staff

~hree

sets of people were significant in the study:

administrator, the teachers, and the students.

the

First, as the

administrator, I based important judemients for allocation of scarce
and potentially powerful resources on the review of the literature,
the outcomes of the site level study, and the equity-excellence
issue.

8econdly, the teachers guided and directed the students in

daily assignments and lived up to their agreement to let the use of
word processinf be the only variable in their teaching of
composition between the control and experimental group.

Two groups

of the same ability worked with the same teacher, one with the word
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processing and one without.
ingredient.

The students were the final key

If one or more ability groups did not improve

composition skills from the allocated resources, then other uses of
the computing resources should be examined.
The parameters of the control and experimental groups were:
(1) Students were seventh and eighth graders at Stephen
Poster Intermediate School in Fairfax County, Virginia;
(2) Students were grouped by ability (learning disabled,
low, average, above average, and gifted);

(3) Students were randomly placed in either a control group
who wrote

w~thout

word processing or an experimental group

who used word processing;
(Lt) The control and experimental groups for the same ability

groups and f-I'ade level had the sarne teacher;
(5) Students used Atari microcmputers with disc drives,

Epson printers, and "Bank Street Writer" word processing
programs;
(6) The treatment took place in ei@hteen weeks (f:eptember to
February, 19P5);
(7) Students completed the 1-rri ting sample with four pa.rts,
an initial draft.in Septerr.ber and February and a. final draft
of the same paper in September and February;
(8) Primary trait scoring was used to evaluate the
compositions on a random sample of ten control and
experimental group papers for each ability group;
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(9) All students in the control and experimental groups
completed a questionnaire in September and February; and
(10) All teachers in the research project were interviewed.
Students at Stephen Foster Intermediate School were grouped for
instruction in their English classes.
te answered asks, "Would

us~ng

Since one of the questions to

word processing benefit any ability

group more than another?" it; is important to know how the students
were placed into one proup or another.
categories and

w~ys

Therefore, the general

of determining groupings follow:

Learning Disabled
- functional deficits in two areas on standardized tests,
average intelligence,
- functioning three or more grade levels below general
achievement for that age group,
- screened and admitted to special education;
Low
- recommended by teacher for group,
- functioning two or more grade levels below the general
achievement for that grade level,
- achieves best in small group,
- low standardized test scores;
Average
- teacher recommendation,
- average to good standardized test scores,
- functioning at grade level;
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Above Average
- teacher recoII!IIlendation,
- very good standardized test scores
- functioning two grades above level;
Gifted
- 140 point or

abov~

on the Rlosson IQ test.

In order to best place the students and the teachers in this
school cased study, the teachers and I determined how to design the
control and experimental groups with the greatest congruence among
the control and experimental groups for each ability level.

First,

one teacher took responsibility for a control and experimental group
for one ability level. Thus, we had six pairs of control and
experimental groups (two of the pairs were in the above average
groupings.

While one of these pairs could have been eliminated, it

was important to me to capitalize on the enthusiasm and interest of
all the teachers who volunteered.)

Second, the master schedule for

the school was designed with each pairing in mind so that both
erroups for one teacher were scheduled in e.dja.cent periods.

Then,

following the development of the master schedule and the placement
in general ability groups, the coroputer scheduling program for
Fairfax County Putlic Schools placec them in actual classes.
Finally, classes were then randomly assigned to either the
experimental or control group.

The groups a.re shown in r:1able I.

·while both seventh and eighth grade students were included in
the same study, the ability levels were much more significant in
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'rable I
Groupings of F,xperimental and Control Classes
Teacher Ability Control or
Experimental
Level
A

B

Learning
Disabled

Low

c

Period Number of Grade
Students
2

E

c

2

E

c

r

F

5

7

6

7

5

7

8

7

c

3

22

7

E

4

29·

7

Above Average C

6

22

7

F.

5

30

7

Above Average C

2

25

8

24

8

3

28

8

2

28

Average

Gifted

c
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determining writing skills than the grade levels.

Many of the

composition skills are repeated in both grade levels (Fairfax County
Public Schools, 1982).

A decision was thus made to ignore the grade

level in the design and analysis of the study.
Three measures were used to obtain empirical information:
(1) a pre and post writing sample from 96 students (intended
to be 10 from each control and experimental ability group)
(2) interviews with the seven (six classroom and one
reading) teachers involved in the study, and

(3) a pre and post attitude questionnaire for all students
in the study groups.

Writing Sample

The writing samples were used to determine the answers to the
following Questions:
(1) Would using word processing improve the writing in a
first draft more than.not using word processing?
(2) Would using word processing improve the writing in a
final draft more than not using word processing?
(3) Would using word processing benefit any ability group(s)

more than others?
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Measures
Although teachers taught writing throu¢1.out the eighteen weeks
and had numerous compositions which began with an initial draft and
progressed through the writing process to a final draft, only four
writing samples were used in this study:

a first and final draft in

September, and a first and .final draft in February. '::'he same writing
prompt was used for both compositions.
The writing prompt describing "a special place" is included as
Appendix I.

It was developed by the staff of the Office of Research

and Evaluation in Fairfax County Public Schools.

They researched

the various writing prompts and adapted this one from a prompt used
by the National Assessment of Education· Progress

t~tled

"Describe

Something." There was an attempt to assist the students in the
prewriting process by giving them some ideas which they might
develop.

The same writing prompt was used for September and

February so that the evaluators had no idea of the order in which
the students had written the four papers.

All four papers were

coded.
F.ach of the drafts wa.s scored and
ten compositions in each group.

~.in

scores determined for the

On the dependent measures, the

first set of gain scores was determined by su'ctracting the score
from the first draft in September
in each of the three areas:

fro~

the first draft in February

holistic (H), p:i.r8.graph coherence (PH),

and sentence types and mechanics (STM).

r::he second set of gain

scores was determined by subtracting the score from the final draft
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in September from the final one in February in each of the same
three areas.

The scores were included as dependent measures in a

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).
For each of the four writing samples, a. random sample of ten
papers was scored by the trained evaluators.

Ten was determined to

.

be the number of papers since neither the learning disabled group

nor the low group regan with more students than ten and the same
number for each ability group is appropriate.

Al though it was

intended that each cell had the same number of subjects, it was not
possible because of the escaping sample over the eighteen weeks in
the learning disabled and low groups.
Initially the two evaluators together scored,several papers,
not among the sample, and agreed on scoring procedures.

The two

evaluators had been previously trained and were readers on writing
samples for the Fairfax County Public Schools' Office of Research
and Bvaluation.

Also, every paper in the study was scored by the

same two people and the scores averaged, thus increasing the
reliability.

It is important to note that the samples were typed

into the compiter exactly as the students had written them so that
the evaluators did not have a visual clue as to the different groups
or were not influenced one way or another by the typed or hand
written paper.

'rhis method of priIDary trait scoring was used for

answering the key questions.
':1he actual scoring of the four writing samples was based on
primary trait scoring which was developed by a National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP) committee of outstanding teachers of
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writing.

Primary trait scoring attempts to define precisely what

will be evaluated.

This is a type of holistic evaluation, but

focuses on the specific rhetorical traits of the assignment. The
scoring was broken into three different components:
-Holistic (E), based upon the description about a place
indicating it is special to the author by using a variety of
sensory detail and elaboration of detail in an organized
fashion;
-Paragraph coherence (PC); and
-Sentence tYIJeS and mechanics (STM).
The first had a possible six points;

the second and third a

possible three points each which indicates the

rela.~ive

importance

of the three components. Therefore each draft could have had a
total of three to twelve points.

The actual scoring quide is

presented in Appendix II.
Outcomes
The writing samples, first and final drafts, fall and spring,
for both control and experimental groups, were typed into the
computer and coded so that the two readers could not make any
distinctions among the papers.

The readers had previously been

trained by Fairfax County Public Schools in scoring this writing
sample.

Beth readers read all of the papers and their scores were

then averaged giving each student a score on holistic (H), paragraph
coherence (PC), and Sentence Types and Mechanics (STM) for the fall
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and spring.

Two sets of gain scores were then determined between

the first drafts fall and spring and the final drafts fall and
spring.
A three wa.y multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), fixed
effects model, was then applied to see what main effects
group, draft) or interaction.s might be significant.

(ability,

The results are

shown in Table II.
None of the interactions proved to t€ significant.

There was

significant difference among ability groups at the .01 level.

The

difference retween the control and experimental groups was not
significant.

Finally there was a significant difference at the .05

level between the gains scores on the first and final drafts of the
writing sample.
Since significant ability and draft effects were evident on the
gain scores, further analyses were conducted to determine specific
patterns between the fall and spring scores on both the first and
final draft for each group of students.

~o

do this 24 separate

Hotelling T2 tests were conducted (12 on first and 12 on final
drafts).

These are multivariate analogs to the t-test.

Although the use of so many test statistics would inflate the
overa11 significance level, and some results could be

signific~mt

purely by chance, these analyses were conducted in an attempt to
explore and explain the data in a variety of ways.

An additional

problem resulted from the fact that sample sizes were quite small
for some of the analyses, thereby further restricting the validity

so

Table II
Writing Samples
Three Way ~JJTOVA Results
Effect

Ability

Degrees of· Test
freedom
statistic*
5

14 .06

Probabilty
value
.0000**

Group

2.03

.111 4

Draft

3.03

.0310***

AxG

i:;

1 .54

.0816

AxD

5

1.15

.3053

0.40

.7497

0.63

.8487

GxD

AxGxD
n=192

5

*F approximation from Wilks-Lawbda
** p< .05
*** p< .01
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of the results.

However, given the exploratory nature of this

study, it was deemed that such exploration was useful in attempting
to describe patterns of results.

~hese

analyses are therefore

intended to be exploratory in nature and results should be viewed
with caution.

These results are described below.

First Draft Comparisons
Each teacher tauetit both a control and an experimental group of
a particular ability group, making a total of 12 groups.

For each

group, Hotellings T~ test was used to assess differences between
spring and fall scores on the first draft of the composition.
Results are presented in Table III.
Looking at the results, only one group, the above average
seventh grade control group, could be considered to have a
statistically significant difference at the .10 level between fall
and spring scores on the first draft.

Univariate t-tests were then

conducted as a follow-up to the multivariate t-test in order to see
which variables were

contribu~ing

to significance.

The results of

the univariate t-tests are displayed in Table IV.
The results of the analysis show that neither the group of
students using word processing nor the group not using word
.processinf has significant gains on their first draft scores between
fall and sprinp. testing, except for the one instance of
statistically signficant improvement of the above average seventh
grade control group.
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~able IV
Writing Samples
First Draft Comparisons - Fall and Spring
Significant Scores

Group

A.Av.-7th
Control

.
,_coring
Variable
~

Probability
Mean
Value
Fall Spring

Holistic

-1 .65

.1244

2.200 3.000

"Paragraph
coherence

-2.76

.0144

1 ,550 2.150

Sentence

-1 .86

.07~

1 . 7,50 2.050

types,

mechanics
n= 10

Test
Statistic
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Pinal Draft Comparisons
The same procedure used to make first draft comparisons between
fall to spring drafts for each of the 12 groups in the study was
used for the final draft comparisons.
conducted at the .05 level.

~able

Signficance tests were

V shows the results of the

multivariate T test (Hotel~ings T2) for each group.
Three groups proved significant on this test: the low group
using computers, the average group using computers, and the above
average 7th grade group not using computers.

Univariate t-tests

were then conducted on these three g-oups to determine which
dependent variables contributed to over211 significance.

Table VI

indicates the areas.
The low experimental group showed significant differences from
fall to spring on the final draft in both the holistic scoring and
in the sentence types and mechanics.

~he

average experimental group

had significant gains in both the paragraph coherence, and sentence
types, and mechanics.

Finally, the above average seventh grade

group had significant gains in all three areas.

This last group was

the only group that made significant gains on the first drafts from
fall to spring.

The trend for the learrling disabled group, thou{!h

not significant, was there.

Conclusion
While the data from the writing sample does not shovf
statisically significant gains on the first draft of the writing

SS

Table V.
Writing Sample
Pinal Draft Comparisons- Fall and Spring
Ability
level
Lr.

LOW

AVERAGE

A.Av.-7th

A.Av.-8th

GIFT.Er.

C or E

p
F*
Statistic Prob.

Number

c

.5000

.7071

2

E

1 •7116

.2632

5

c

.8200

-5467

4

E

7.3046

.0199

5

c

1 -9834

.1571

10

E

4.5594

.0172

10

c

5.5419

.0084

10

E

1 .6206

.2240

10

c

.8606

.4815

10

E

.8450

.4892

10

c

1 .6641

•21 ~.6

10

E

1 .8124

.1855

10

*F approximation to Hotelling' s

~~
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Table VI
Writing Samples
Final Draft Comparisons - Fall and Spring
Significant Scores

Group

.
• coring
Variable

Statistic

I10W

Holistic

-2.53

.0378

1 .000

2.600

Paragraph -1 .62
coherence

.1665

1 .100

1 .600

Sentence
-2.65
types,
mechanics

.0431

1 .400

2.100

Holistic

-0.53

.6005

2.450

2.600

Paragraph -3.67
coherence

.0018

1 .400

2.000

Pentence
types,
mechanics

-2.09

.0513

1 . 750

2 .100

Holistic

-2.33

.0033

2.700

3.150

Paragraph -4.20
coherence

.0009

1 . 700

2 .L1C'O

Sentence
-2.34
types,
mechanics

.0347

1 .goo

2.200

Exper.

~

~est

Means
Probability
Value
Fall Spring

n=5

Average
Exper.

n=10

A.Av-7th
Control

n=10
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samples for any of the groups using word processing, writing is a
process that begins with the first draft and continues through many
revisions.

Although teachers and students desire to improve both

the first and final drafts of student writing, the final draft is
the one that must convey the meaning to the reader.
case of students who are

~orking

Except in the

to improve their writing, few

teachers or superiors will review any writing but wha.t the student
or employee submits as the final draft.

That is not to suggest a

teacher or employer may not suggest a further rewrite.

However, the

last or final draft generally represents an improved revision over
the first draft.
Looking at the results from the final draft ?Omparisons, two
groups using word processing made statistically significant gains:
the low and the average group.

A reader who is unfamiliar with

groupings of students in schools for instruction might come to the
conclusion that out of the five a.bili ty levels only two showed
significant gains with word processing and in fact one above average
group without the word processing made significant gains.
one important fact must be considered.

However,

In the school studied, the

groupings encompass the following percentage of students:

learning

disa.hled, 2,'b; low, 7%; average, 65%, above average, 14%; and gifted,
12%.

Therefore, althou@h only two of the five ability groups showed

significant gains on the final draft, in this school it means that

72.% (d68 out of 650) of the students could benefit from word
processing.
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The fact that so many students could benefit from the word
processing gave me as the administrator evidence that using the
microcomputers for word processing for the low and average students
was an effective allocation of the resources.

As a practical

ma.tter, more resources are generally allocated by local school
boards and state
gifted.

governm.en~s

to those who are handicapped and/or

Frankly, I was pleased to know word processing would help

the group that has come to be known as "RKs" (regular kids).
Interviews
The seven teachers (six English and one reading) who worked in
the study were formally interviewed at the end of the eighteen
weeks.

The attitudes and conclusions drawn by the teachers were

critical in the continuation of word processing with the students.
~heir

presence througliout the process with both the experimental and

control groups gave them a perspective that was most useful to

~e.

Ultimately, teachers must implement the decision of the
administrator.

Measures
The major purpose of the interviews was to answer this
question:
If instruction using word processing were to continue or
expand, what insights about their experiences would the
teachers ha.ve?
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To answer the key question, the teachers were asked the following
specific questions:
Activities
-What activities did you find more successful with the
control group? The experimental group?
-What are the

posit~ve

aspects of composing on paper for

vour
students?
,,
-What are the positive aspects of composing on the word
processor for your students?
Time Use
-What are your suggestions for organizing the use of time in
teaching composition in your classes?
-What was the time and energy you used with the word
processing group as compared to the students in the control
group?
-Was word processing a good use of student time?
-Would you recommend that other teachers learn to use word
processing in their EneJ.ish classes?
Composition Improvement
-\·Ihat improvement in writing was noted in the control and in
the experimental group?
-In what areas did students improve?
-In what areas did word processing make little or no
difference?
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-Did you observe differences in how students wrote their
first drafts?

If so, how?

-In what areas was word processing a hinderance?
Continued Use of Word Processing
-What resources would you consider necessary to continue
using word

process~ng

with your students?

-Would you voluntarily bring classes to the word processsing
lab next semester?
-If there were another opportunity, would you spend more or
less time with the students using word processing with a
group of like ability?
-Did

y~1

bring any of your classes not in the research

sample to use the word processing?
Allocation of Hesources
-How would you allocate the computing resources?
-What would you think if word processing were limited to one
or two ability groups?
Although these areas in no way cover all the possibilities, they
were the main focus of the interviews.

A key question for an

administrator is whether or not the teachers would continue to use
the resources.

Obviously, having the equipment and knowledge of how

to use the word processing has no value if teachers do not give the
students the opportunities to use the technology.
Interview data gave the administrator information about how the
project could be altered to be more successful from the teacher's
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perspective.

Such information helped further substantiate the

statistical data from the writing samples and pursued explanations
behind and beyond the statistics.

Direct contact with the teachers

gave me important information as I determined how to allocate scarce
resources.
Outcomes
Seven teachers were interviewed.

In addition to the six

classroom teachers, interviews were held with the reading teacher
who assisted in training the students in using the computers and the
"Bank Street Writer" word processing program, and the instructional
aide who was present part of the time to assist students and
teachers.

Their responses fall under the categories of activities,

time use, composition improvement, continued use of word processing,
allocation of resources, and other useful comments.
Activities
Althougp the activities all included word processing, the
approach and assigrunents varied among the teachers.

Two teachers

indicated that the short creative writing assignments were very
successful.

Others had students complete their "I search" papers on

the computers.

Still others used the computers for expository

essays about the literature they were reading.
as varied as the writing normally assigned.

For most the use was

They assigned the s?..me

writing to the control group as the experimental group.
One of the most positive aspects of the use of the microcomputer
was the enthusiasm of all groups of students as reported in the

fi2

interviews by the teachers.

For the first time for many of the

students in the low and learning disabled classes, they wanted to
have the composition correct.

They asked about correct

could spot words that were incorrectly spelled.

and

spellin~

In addition, they

wanted to have multiple copies to take home and share with their
friends.

'.I:hese students stayed with writing longer than their

counterparts in the control group.

Teachers of these two groups

also noted that the students stayed on task throughout the whole
period which was not true of the

con~rol

group.

Likewise, these

students were more likely to edit and revise rather than merely
correct as in the similar control groups.
One of the most important aspects to the

teac~ers

using word

processing was maintaining their autonomy in terms of assignments
and the way students completed them.

'While all teachers had

students complete pre-writing activities before corning to the
microcomputers, two had them complete a rough draft while the other
four had the students actually composing on the microcomputers.

As

the students became familiar with the word processing, some of the
teachers let the students determine at vmat point they would use the
microcomputers.

Also, with the limited number of microcomputers,

the teachers varied in hoW the students worked.

So~e

had students

working in pairs, some alone while others worked on editing,
conferencing, or another assignment.

Classroom management, the size

and composition of the group, and teacher preference entered into
those decisions.

As one teacher of the average group indicated,
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"With that particular group, putting two together on one machine,
was a disaster.

They had to work individually." The variatili ty

among the teachers and students made it possible for the classes and
individuals in them to work comfortably with word processing.
Bveryone of the teachers and the aide stressed the importance of
word processing as a tool.

Each one indicated that certain students

seem to benefit more than others after the initial training.

Each

indicated the need to work with the students on developing the
skills for word processing and then a1low the students the
opportunity to use the technology whenever a paper was to be
written.

One teacher of above average students assigned a

particular paper and then asked how many of the
wanted to write without computers.

ex~rimental

group

Eleven of the twenty-eight

indicated a preference for no computers.
computer writing lab during school hours.

Eleven went to the
~hree

worked on their own

microcomputers at ho:rr.e and three came to the lab after school.

In

this particular group 61% selected word processing and 3Cff. continued
to write by hand.

Again the possibility of choice arr.ong the

students after the initial training and practice was beneficial.
r:iime Use
Several things impacted the use of student and teacher time.
First, the teachers had to be trained and cecome comfortable with
word processing.

One teacher indicated that only in April 1985 had

she become comfortable enough with word processing that she felt she
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was not conveying her anxieties to her students.
had to be trained how to use the technology.

Second, students

Although the teachers

indicated that it took them months, they were surprised that within
two days all the students in various ability groups were able to
begin to compose on the microcomputers.

Finally, the lack of typing

skills affected the speed and timing of the students.
This final point was the one that consistently frustrated hoth
the students and teachers.

Teachers and students indicated that the

writing process took three to five times longer with the word
processor for the above average and the gifted students.

Those

students had perfected the speed of their handwriting skills and
were able to keep close pace with their thinking as. they wrote by
hand.

With the microcomputer, the lack of keyboarding skills

continued to be a hinderance to them.

While some of the students

trained themselves on the keyboard, most used a variation of the
hunt and peck system.

Word processing without keyboarding skills

was not time efficient for the more able students.

The average,

low, and learning disabled students did not seem to have the same
difficulty since the teachers indicated tha.t their capacity to
express themselves in writing paralleled the time it took to type.
This problem of lack of keyboarding skills proved to be a deterrent
for many of the teachers and students.
One important conclusion for the teachers was that keyhoarding
skills should be taught to students who will be using word
processing.

Otherwise, the possibility of students and teachers
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rejecting the technology increases because of the time element
rather than the usefulness of the technology itself.
One of the most positive aspects of the use of time came from
the fact that the students in all ability groups spent the full
class period on task when they were using the microcomputers.

While

many of the above average and gifted students were less easily drawn
off task during writing assignments, even they were more focused
during the whole period when using the computers.

For the average,

low and learning disabled students, the focus was a significant
improvement.

One student in the low group who previously wrote a

sentence or two and wadded up the paper, kept on working until he
completed a full paragraph.

Composition Improvement
Teachers were cautious about making judgments concerning
composition improvement of the experimental and the control groups.
i'lhile they saw improvement in both groups, they were anxious to see
the data before making judgments about the actual improvement.

They

did, however, comment about the process of using word processing
with the students.

Correctness, sharing, and revising emerged a.s

areas of note.
Students, particularly the low and learning disabled groups,
read their compositions as they emerged on the screen and asked for
help in spelling and word choice much more readily the.n they did by
hand.

The average e,:roups' concern with correctness may have limited
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their willingness to experiment with their thoughts and use other
than simple sentence.

The possibility of the "smoke screen" effect

(noted by Schwartz, 1<J32, p. 28) caused some anguish among the
teachers at first when students were pleased with how good the
composition looked.

However, the use of the "draft print" mode

helped a little in that it.made the copy a little messy with triple
spacing for corrections.

Teachers had to work hard with students in

the learning disabled, low and avera€e groups to continue to edit
and revise on the first few compositions.

They had never had

writing look so good.
Additionally, the sharing of writing improved.

While one

teacher noted that two students did not want to h8;ve anyone read
their screens until the composition was finished, most of the
stuaents shared easily.

Many of the teachers tried paired writing

with one student typing and the other editing as the composition
profressed.

Thus, the sharing and editing came irmnediately, and the

first draft produced a better first copy than would have been
possible had each student worked alone.

Students requested the

teacher or aide to come hear the composition at times during their
writing.

In fact, some became so anxious that they requested any

adult or student to come listen.

Also, the multiple copies made it

possible to share in writing groups immediately and rr:ake revision on
the microcomputer during the same fifty minute :period.
Finally, the process of revising took place in many different
ways.

Some students revised right on the screen and had little
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difficulty reading the copy and revising irr,mediately.

Others needed

the hard copy and marked that up before going back to the
microcomputer.

Generally, the very short pieces of work were

easily revised on the screen whereas the longer compositions were
taken home or edited the next day.

This was partially a function of

class periods lasting only.fifty minutes. 'l'he structure of the
•
reading/writing groups in several classes made it necessary to share
the hard copy with classmates before final revision.
The fact that students who often had just ma.de the corrections
listed by the teacher or classmates were revising, changing text,
deleting text, moving text, and adding text was most evident in the
learning disabled and low groups.

Perhaps this

s~ood

out more in

these groups because the students stayed on task and continued to
work with one piece of writing through several revisions when they
used the microcomputers.
do so.

The students in the control groups did not

The average, above average, and gifted students also revised

but the difference was not so startling to the teachers or observers
since some of these students had well developed revising skills.
Continued Use of Word Processing
All of the teachers indicated that they would continue to use
word processing with their students and introduce it to other
students.

Three had already brought other classes into the word

processing lab.

~hey

all acknowledged that they would teach the

control group word processing skills.

The teachers of the average,
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low, and learning disabled would continue to use word processing
extensively.

One teacher who worked with the gifted students in the

resea.rch sample indicated she would take her low group because they
could use the practice, but also because it was possible to

ha~e

one

student to a. microcomputer and lack of typing skills was not a
hindrance. The teachers of the above avera{!f3 and gifted would use it
for selected short assignments as well as an option for students on
other compositions.

~he

lack of keyboarding skills still served as

a deterrent for longer assignments.
The skills of the teachers had improved and their comfort with
the technology had also encouraged them to continue to experiment
with groups of students.

Two teachers Su.ggested

t~e

necessity of

having both a laboratory for the whole class and several
microcomputers available in ea.ch classroom.

They believed that this

would give students more opportunities and not tie the students to
time periods necessitated by scheduling the lab or going after
class.

While the teachers began in this project as enthusiastic

skeptics, they all supported the use of word processing as an
important tool for teaching and learning writing.

Resources and Their Allocation
For successful word processing the teachers all aereed that the
minimum number of microcomputers was one for every two students.
Further, they stated that if there were one per student it would
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even be better.

Several suggested that after the initial work by

all students, the lab should be available for students who selected
that tool on any writing assignment.

They also pointed out that the

machines must be kept in good repair with spare equipment available
if one were broken.

"Time is too valuable to rely on 'ify'

equipment."
~his

points to the other most requested resource: an

instructional aide in the writing laboratory.
important tasks.

This aide had several

The aide was available to large and small groups

of students before, during and after school.

The aide had

familiarity with the computers and could load and reset the
computers when problems arose.

This relieved the teachers from

technical aEpects and freed them to work with the students in the
composing process.

Additionally, the aide contacted the maintenance

person when the microcomputers needed repair.

The most important

function was assisting students who were having difficulty or who
had forgotten some aspect of the program.

At the end of the class

period, students all needed to "save" and "print." The aide
facilitated that process so that students were net late to class or
lost their compositions.

Further, the aide could generally type the

composition into the computer from the hard copy if it was
impossible to retrieve it from the student's disk.
also invaluable as a source of
about word processing.

co~.munication

~he

aide was

among the teachers

Various techniques and successes could be

shared inf orma1ly among the teachers as they brought their class
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into the laboratory.

The extra hands and technical knowledge

provided security to both the students and the teachers.

Teachers

also suggested that an aide might be employed to keep the lab open
several nights a week for students to use the microcomputers which
were not available to many in the community.
While not a resource in, the same category as microcomputers and
instructional aides, the teachers felt that keyboarding skills would
be important for every student.

These skills would have to be

taught and practiced by each student.

However, for the above

averagB and the gifted students not to have keyboarding skills made
it impossible for them to develop writing skills as fast as their
counterparts in the control group.
Although not absolutely necessary, the double classroom with the
microcomputers in one area and a traditional classroom area in the
other was highly valued by the teachers.

It made it possible to

assist those students composing or revising on the microcomputers,
while monitorinf- or working in writing groups with others.
arrangement was particularly

~mportant

This

if no instructional aide were

available and the ratio of students to computers were not one to
one.
When asked how they would allocate the computing resources for
word processing if only a limited number were availa'cle, all but one
of the teachers and aides agreed the resources should go first to
the low and learning disabled.

Although only two of the teachers

had worked with these groups of students in the research project,
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they commented, "This is an important tool for the less able."

"'~he

less able can find success and have not failed before with word
processing. "

''We have the resources to allow each of the

academically struggling students to use a micrcocomputer."
ability students will treat it as a privilege."

"Lower

"The better

students have more access and are more use to word processing.
could te used as teachers for the other students."

They

"We must not

increase the distance any further between the have and have nots."
The equity question was very prevalent in the thinking of the
teachers.

The one teacher who did not suggest the low and learning

disabled students have first access, based the argument on equity.
"~he

bright and the low students have resources

for them.

The average students need the focus.

an~

special programs

They get so very

little."
All of the teachers indicated various groups for their second
choice, but determined tha.t given enough resources, they would use
word processing as a tool for all students in their writing.

As one

teacher indicated, "It is another alternative that should be
available to students." They remained concerned about the time that
it takes for students without keyboarding skills to complete
assignments, but still wanted all ability students to continue or
have the opportunity to use the technology.

The time to learn the

word processing program, generally two days, was not a deterrent in
the already crowded English curriculum time schedule.

Several

expressed concern that as necessary as keyboarding is for the
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successful use of word processing, the time should not be tal(en from
instruction in English.

Additional Comments
~wo

other areas were commented on by the teachers:

the

necessity of administrative. support and other classroom uses for
microcomputers.

Both of these items deserve a. brief comment.

The administrative support to the teachers means allocating
necessary resources, encouraging and supporting the new or ongoing
program, and monitoring the success of the program.

Over and over

again, they colilII1ented on the fact that without the twelve
microcomputers and peripheral

equipment~

the assistance of the

instructional aide, and the reading tea.cher, they would not have
continued with the program.
administrative support.

These were visible evidences of

Additionally, they needed my encouragement

and support to see and hear the problems and attempt to find
solutions with them.

Finally, to be a part of a school based

research project interested them if they thought it would improve
inst~1ction.

They waited anxiously for the results.

The continuing

interest on my part as their principal was essential for the
tea.chers.
The other area mentioned by the teachers was other uses of
microcomputers in the teaching of English.

Some a.re interested in

skill development programs, others in writing programs that help
prompt students in the pre-writing phase, and others in ideas for
writing such as electronic mail.

Their enthusiasm for the word
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processing aspect of microcomputers continued as they began to
investige.te other available programs for helping

s~ldents

gain

skills and knowledge in English.
Conclusion
Teachers stressed the
the students as a tool.

i~portance

of having word processing for

The lack of keyboard skills and not having

a computer for each student made it difficult to complete
assignments as quickly with the word processing as without it.

This

was particularly true with the above average and gifted students.
Perhaps the most important aspect of using word processing was the
amount of time that the students in each group actua;tly worked on
writing.

The students spent the full period on writing; whereas,

previously some groups rarely spent a full period on writing.
Students were more likely to want to have their writing correct
when it appeared on the screen.

They shared their writing with

their teacher and peers on the screen and in draft form more readily
than previously.
draft copies.

Students edited both on the screen and on their

As the eighteen weeks progressed, more edited

directly on the screen.
ac~1ally

Students using the word processing

revised rather than just edited their writing where the

teacher had made corrections.
~he

enthusiasm of the teachers continued.

They were anxious to

have their control groups use the word processing and ma.de
arrangements to do so after the eighteen weeks.

The teachers'
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ekills improved each week and their degree of corrfort with the
mechanics of word processing made it easier to assist the students
with their writing rather than focus on the mechanics.
In discussing the allocation of computing resources, the
tea~hers

had several comments.

They felt that one computer per

student would be optimum, but they could see success with two
students per computer.

They also supported the need for an

instructional aide to assist in the writing laboratory both to help
students and to keep up with the mechanical problems.

The opinion

of five of them was to allocate the resources first to the low and
learning disabled since those student need the most help.

One

teacher su.ggested the average students need the resources because
they get so little extra assistance.

If the resources were

available, the teachers indicated they would offer word processing
to all the students.

They emphasized again the need to teach

keyboarding skills, especially for the gifted and above averare.
Teachers emphasized the need for administrative support for
providing the microcomputers, the training, and the encouragement to
the teachers.

They realized that they could not have made this

project work by themselves.

They had been a part of a team that was

trying to find a better way to teach writing to students.
Administrative support kept them focused and willing to continue
with the school rased research effort.
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Questionnaire

The questionnaire provided data for answering the question:
Would writing attitudes of those using word processing
improve more than

t~ose

not using word processing?

r~easures

The questionnaire was designed to determine if word processing
increased the amount of writing students did and if they liked to
write more with word processinf than without it.

'!:he items in the

section on computer writing addressed stUdent perceptions concerning
writing on the computer and writing without it.

A copy of the

questionnaire can be found in Appendix III.
In order to determine the attitude of the students toward writing
at the ceginning of the school year and again in February, a
questionnaire was located which had been field tested with Fairfax
County Public School students in grades five through eif,ht and had
subsequently been validated and used by the Office of Research and
Evaluation.

Pern.ission was obtained to use it in this study and a

computer profram was available for analysis.

All of the students

responses in the control and experimental groups were used for the
analysis.

Several alterations to the information items were made.

Items 3-5 were added in order to differentiate ability groups,
experimental and control groups, and race.
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Both the control and experimental groups responded to the
questionnaire in September and then again in February on the
Scantron 822 form which allows for fifty items on each side.
Only students in the experimental group completed items 26-33,
which relate to attitudes in using the computer for word processing.
They answered these questions aga.in in February along with the
initial part of the questionna.ire.
Each questionnaire was scored on both the September and
February results.
used.

~he

auestionnaires from all the students were

A mean score was calculated for each group on a six point

scale with fifty-four being a neutral attitude (eighteen items times
six divided by two).

More than a fifty-four score· showed a more

positive attitude, and less than fifty-four a. less positive
attitude.

The scores of the control and experimental groups of the

same ability level were compared for any signficant differences.
Outcomes
~wo

parts of the questionnaire give an indication of the student

attitudes and attitude changes toward writinf.

First, the

auestionna.ire that was taken by both the control and experimental
groups ¢.ves a 'casis for a change in attitude toward writing in
general over the eighteen week period.

Second, the final eight

questions give an indication of some changes in a.tti tude toward
using the cowputer for writing.
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Both Groups Attitude Questionnaire
The questionnaire had a possibility of 108 points for responses.
Thus, 54 would be a neutral score.

The difference in scores for

each group was determined, and the pooled standard deviations was
used to test for significant differences.

Using the procedure put

forth by Cohen and Cohen (1975, p. 97) for determining practical
significance, any value lower than .24 is not considered significant
values, from .24 to .4g significance is considered to be very weak,
and a value of

.so

shows mild significance and a value of .75 or

arove shows stong significance.

These values are the ratio of the

difference, pre to post, divided by the pooled standard deviation.
':'able VII shows the differences in attitude scores retween fall
and spring administrations and, using the Cohens' procedure,
interprets these in terms of practical significance.
The above average 7th grade and the gifted control groups
showed a weak significant increase in positive attitudes.

The above

average 8th frade showed a weak significant decrease of the control
group.

~he

other control groups showed no significant increases or

decre2ses.
In the experimental groups, none showed a significant positive
attitude increase.
negative direction.

The low, and gifted showed a weak change in a
The other experimental groups showed no

significant changes in attitude either positively or negatively.
The indications of chanfe of attitude are so minor for both the
experimental and the control groups that one must conclude that no
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Table VII
Questionnaire

Ability Group
level

LOW

AVEP.AGE

A.AV-7th

A.Av-8th

GIP':'.1FD

TO':!'AL

Fall Spring Diff.

c

52.8

54.0

+1 .2

E

62.4

58.7

-3-7

c

59.s

61.5

+1.7

E

57.6

56.g

c

63.7

E

Pooled
St. D.

Significance
Ratio

+ .12

none

-.39

weak

10

+.17

none

-0.1

10 .5

-.01

none

65.5

+1.8

7.5

+.24

weak

58.2

57.5

-0.1

10 .5

~.01

none

c

61.8

59.3

-2.5

10

-.25

weak

~

58.5

58.9

+o.4

11

+.04

none

c

58.4

60.g

+2.5

10

+.25

weak

E

59.6

57.3

-2.3

9

-.25

weak

c

59.5

59.9

+o.4

10

+.04

none

1"

59.7

58.9

-0.8

10

-.08

none

-'-'

10

9.5
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significant attitude chanfes occured for either the control or the
experimental groups for any ability level.
Attitudes such as were measured here may be developed over a
long period of time.

Perhaps eighteen weeks is not long enough to

show much change in attitude on these items.

It is also possible

that even over a longer period of time, the use of word processing
may not change attitudes toward writing, even if in some cases it
does improve the writing skills.

Computer Writing Items
Several of the items for the experimental group, that focused
on attitudes about using the computer to improve writing, are of
interest.

Questions 26, 28, 30, and 32 will be discussed.

The

other four items, while mildly interesting, did not add to the
study, either positively or negatively.

In the following items the

strongly agree and agree have been combined as were strongly
disagree and disagree.
First, item 26 "I have a computer at home on which I write."
Interestingly, the average and the gifted groups were the ones with
the most computers both in the fall and in the spring (about
the spring).

50% in

The other groups ranged from 15% to 33% of the

students had computers at home on which to write.
On item 28, "It helps me improve my writing to use a computer,"
some of the students remained uncertain as to whether or not the use
of the computer helped improve their writing.

On the spring
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questionnaire, from 27% to 437'6 of the students were uncertain if the
computer assisted.
percentages (61, 58,

The groups who had the largest positive
~6)

were the low, average, and the above

average seventh grade students.

Both the gifted and the above

average eigpth grade students had scores of under half (34%, and
47%) who thought it helped t.hem improve their writing.
Interestine.ly, the writing sample showed that it did indeed help the
low and the average improve their writing and not the other groups.
Item 30 indicates, "The computer helps me revise my writing
more easily than by hand."

Although some students still were

uncertain, each group showed a much larger percentage indicating
they agree with that statement than not.· Spring sc9res show their
attiudes in Table VIII.

Table VIII
Revising by Computer

Group

Agree(%)

Dis8€I"ee(%)

T10W

58

6

Average

56

20

Above Av. 7th

go

0

Arove Av. 8th

72

10

Gifted

65

12
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Finally, item 32 states, "Proofreading and editing are harder
for me on a computer draft."

Here the students had to convert to

the negative statement, but again the students who agreed in the
spring ranged from 0% to 19% and those who disagreed were low-55%,
avera.ge-50%, above average, :3eventh grade-95%, above average, eighth
grade-77%, gifted-71%.

While the fall scores indicated a slight

trend toward this outcome, the spring scores stron€liy show their
experience has increased this belief.

Conclusion
Athough the general items on attitudes toward

~iting

did not

show any significant improvement for those using word processirig
over those who did not during an eighteen week period, some of the
items related to using the computer showed strong beliefs on the
part of students.

The groups with the largest positive attitudes

toward computers helping them improve their writing were the low,
average,and the above average seventh grade students.

Two of these

groups were proven to be accurate r.ased on the results of the
writing srunple:

low and average.

Revision, proofrearling and editing also received an average
percent of over fifty percent of each group agreeinp that they were
assisted in these areas by using the computer.

Some of the groups

were much stronger than fifty percent and ranged as high as 95%.
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r1Iore assessment in the area of attitudes needs to be completed
over a longer period of time to see if general attitudes change when
s~1dents

use computers to assist in their writing.
Summary

The school based research helped me evaluate the answers to
several important questions as well as add valuable teacher
knowledge about the process.

While the analysis of the writing

samples did not show significant improvement on the first draft for
the experimental students, it did indicate significant improvement
for the experimental groups of low and average
draft.

stu~ents

on the final

It is possible that the low rrumber of students (2 and 5) in

the learning disabled sample made it difficult to get a true reading
on the improvement of these students.

VJhile it may appear that this

improvement for the low and average student may not be worth
allocating computing resources, I was conscious that in the
intermediate school studied, 72% of the students fell in these two
categories.

Therefore, the meaningful significance is even greater

when weighed in terms of number of students who could make positive
fains from the use of word processing in the low and average groups.
The teachers of the above average and the rifted students
indicated the need for keyboarding skills.

While the flow of

thoughts for the average, low and learning disabled students did not
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seem to·be interrupted by slow typing, the teachers saw the
frustration with the above average and the gifted students.
Perhaps, the same study should be repeated with the above average
and the gifted after they have learned keyboarding, but this was not
within the scope of this study.
Individual outcomes

f~om

the writing sample, the interviews,

and the auestionnaires indicated to me where to place the computing
resources for word processing since they were not available in
sufficient rrumbers for all students.

The focus on the drafts rather

than on a small part of the writing process, such as additions and
deletions was determined by the teachers and me in order to examine
the improvement in the total draft of the composit.ion when the
students used word processing.

Many studies looked at bits and

pieces of the writing process.

These teachers wanted a more

holistic view.

Working with teachers as researchers helped focus on

outcomes relevant to their students.

Those outcomes then helped

convince them to utilize microcomputers with other classes.
The interviews of the teachers added iTiportant views about the
process as well as their perception of the product.

When beginning

to use word processing, the teachers broue.Pt knowledge and
experiences to help improve student writing and their teachinp.
methods.

The team research approach provided opportunities to share

successes and failures.

Their experiences and recoromendations were

significant to me and to their colleagues who had not participated.
On the questionnaire, student attitudes about writing neither
improved nor decreased significantly in the control or experimental
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groups.

Perhaps the items measured attitudes which are formed over

a longer period.

Eighteen weeks may be too short a period to

measure any change.

However, several of the questions asked of the

experimental groups indicate that students believed that the word
processing assisted them in revising, editing and proofreading which
teachers know are tasks that are difficult for students.
Continued refinement and study are required to determine the
ways that word processing can best assist students to improve their
writing skills.

Administrators and teachers should join together

with students in research to improve the use of word processing a.t
the elementary, intermediate, and hifh school levels.

School Based Research and the Literature

'.:'he lack of research studies and a literature a'cout composition
improvement throurh the use of word processing for ability grouped
classes of intermediate student was one reason for the school based
study.

Another area of great interest was an analysis of the

compositions in a holistic manner rather than looking at one aspect
such as number of revisions.

In both of these areas, it appears

that the school based research offers further information for those
allocating computing resources.
First, the results indicate significant
average and low ability groups.

i~provement

for the

Although one must be cautious about

the number in the sam.ple of the low group, this groups warrants
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strong consideration.

The average group, generally 601' to eof, of

the school population, emerges as the most significant group both in
outcomes and numbers of students who could be assisted in
composition improvement by word processing.
Unlike Collier's (1983) study of college students which showed
more revision, longer essays, and positive attitudes, and no
improvement in the quality of writing (pp. 153-154), this school
site study did indicate an improvement in the final compositions for
the low and average students.

Although skills such as insertions

and deletions, and moving words reported by Piper (1983-84) for her
fifth grade students, were reported by the teachers in their
interviews, the holistic scoring of the final
the case of research so important to teachers.

comp~sitons

adds to

Their question was:

f'oes it improve the overall composition skills of the student?

The

answer was a limited "yes."
Other areas of interest from the literature included the
increase of revision, editing, sharing of writing, and increased
writing.

Although there was no analysis of the compositions in the

school based research on any of these topics, the interviews with
the teachers indicated more revision, editing, and sharing of
writing by the students.

Additionally, the questionnaire revealed

that all groups indicated that the computer helped them revise their
writing more easily than by hand.

No inforroation was eystematically

collected about the increased arnount of writing with word
processing.

However, two teachers of above average and gifted did
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ir:dicate they thought their students wrote less because of the lack
of keyboarding skills.
Although four authors, Arms ( 1982), Lndemann and Willert
(1985), and Daiute (1984), indicated an improved attitude toward
writing in their studies, the school based research did not indicate
any significant differences. in attitudes toward writing during the
eighteen week period.
The interviews with the teachers in this school based study
revealed important information for adm.inistrators and English
teachers.

First, teachers need training and assistance of an aide

working with the students and equipment.

Second, students need

keyboarding skills, especially the above average at:1d gifted.

Third,

the tea.chers would enthusiastically continue the use of word
processing with their students.

Fourth, teachers supported the use

of word processing for the low and average students as the first
priority.

Finally, the enthusiasm of the teachers may have exceeded

the statistical outcomes.

Their willingness to learn along with the

students and modify their approa.ches during the process made the
school based research dynamic rather than static.
The school based research was not designed to answer all of the
questions raised by the literature, but it does indicate areas of
need, interest, and positive outcomes which should be considered by
English teachers, administrators, and future researchers.

CP...AP'l'.ER V

BQUITY-FXCELL.BNCE
The equity-excellence question arises because of the promises
that public education makes concerning the provisions of access to
education for all the students.

Because equity-excellence issues in

the allocation of computing resources may not be familiar to school
administrators, the initial part of this chapter will focus on
issues that arise in the school over which the site level
administrator has control.

Application of these ideas to the

specific word processing example will follow the

of the

dis~1ssion

historical context, the definition of equity and excellence, the
issue of access in equity-excellence, and the potential for success
in meeting the demands of both equity and excellence.
~he

empirical considerations a.re not sufficient in scope for

allocating computing resources in each school.
considerations must also be
moral aspects are included.

s~1died

~wo

:;thica.l

in order to be certain that the

major considerations a.rise:

Who

will have access? For what purpose? For an administrator not to
consider carefully the answers to these

questio~s

might result in

allocations that five only the 'best stuctents access to computing
resources, and/or give the weaker students only access to drill Ar.d
practice while the more

~fted

students learn to program.

Ko~oski

(10P3) suggests to administrators that "To a large exterit, the

policies you develop in the coming months will determine who
receives the ber.efits computers tring to school" (p. 30).
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We are wa.rned by numerous authors that with the low cost of
computers, "The result may be even greater inequity in the
availability of computers for instructional use in homes,
concentrating them even more in the homes of affluent individuals"
(Anastasio & Wilder, 1984, p.8).

"There are some five million

comruters in the 27 million.homes of the 42 million school-aged
children in this country.

This translates to about one home

computer for every five to six students" (Reinhold, 1985, p. 37).
Although concerned about computer inequity, Reinhold (1985) admits
tha.t there is no consensus on the best way to approach computer
equity ( p. 35) •
It is evident that the problem exists among

sc~ools

as well as

within schools. "The 12,000 wealthiest schools are four times as
likely to have micro's as are the 12,COO poorest; and predominantly
white schools have twice as many computers as I!'inority schools"
(Feinhold, 1<185, p. 34).

While this problem needs careful

attention, the focus here is on computers within the school over
which the site level a.dmini strator has control.
the pro"tlem remains severe.

Within the schools

Essays in The Computing Teacher, April

1984, show a trend toward the use of computers for drill and
practice in schools with predominantly minority populations while
computers in middle, upper-income, or predominantly white schools
tend to be used for programming, problem solving. and as learning
tools.

"Affluent students are learning to tell the computer what to

do while less affluent students are learning to do what the computer
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tells them" (Watt, 1032, p. 50).

Merely having a school's computers

available to students does not guarantee equal access to knowledge.

In order to look carefully at the issues in the
equity-excellence debate, one must briefly recall the history of
education in the United States; define both equity and excellence;
determine access to computing resources in current practice and the
past in schools; and finally consider ways the site level
administrator must use the in_f ormation in the equity-excellence
question as a filter for decisions about the allocation of computing
resources in the school.

Historical Context
It is not the purpose here to review in depth the history of
education, rut rather to give an historical context for the problems
of eoui ty-excellence.

As schooling bega.n in the United St2.tes the

opportunites for attendance were limited to white males.

"The idea

of general educational opportunity for all children arose only in
the nineteenth century" (Coleman, 1%9, p. 10).
differences among the schools were great.

Even then the

While some schools

offered preparation for further education, others offered training
for jobs.

With more students in the high schools, the curriculum

was diversified and as far back as 18% the

~upreme

Court "upheld

the southern states' notion of 'separate but equal' facilities"
(Coleman, 196°, p. 16 . ) •
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The 'separate but eaual' concept of educational equity wBE
struck down by the Supreme Court in 1954 under the equal protection
clause of the 14th amendment.

"In doing so, the Court made two

rulings with far-reaching consequences for the conduct of schooling
in the United States.

First, the separating of students by race was

determined to be inherently

~nequal.

Second, the Court required

that education be made available to all on equal terms" (Oakes,
1985, p. 172) . The 1ql)4 case of Brown

'L OOill _Qf

Education of '11 o[Fka

(374 U.S. 483) brought change through desegregation and the civil

rifh_ts movement.

Educational inequality, especially as reflected

among American Blacks and disarlva.ntagea minority groups needed
special attention (Kopan and Walberg, 1974, p.

vii)~

Like Horace Mann, many Americans believe that education is the
great equalizer of the conditions of men and women.

However, other

events such as Sputnik in 1959 pushed many schools toward a system
of grouping by ability for each subject.

The fear of falling cehind

the Russians created what Conant saw as a "regime for the gifted and
talented" (Oakes, 1c:B5, p. 39).

Even after the publication of the

well-known Coleman Report of 1C)66, "it became increasingly apparent
that the solutions offered under the Great Society program to bring
about educational equality in schools would not suffice" (Vopan

,1\-

Walrerg, 10'74, p. vii).
Schools are still looking to find a way to assure that students
horn into families of lower socio-economic standing will have the
same opportunity to freely achieve adult status as those born into
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families of hifher socio-economic standing.

The dream remains that

opportunities for achieving success in life will not be determined
primarily by the families' socio-economic status but by the
students' own achievement.

The tensions between equity and

excellence are heightened by documents such as "A Nation at Risk"
where one might easily ascribe the "rising tide of mediocracy" to
access of all students to an equal education.

"It remains to be

seen whether this drive for excellence will protect and enhance
hard-won gains in equity to minority students" (Educational Testing
Service, 1Q8.1 Putilic Accountability Report, p. 1 ) . The focus in the
eighties appears to be on excellence which certainly should re a
goal although not without provisions for equity.

F;owever, the

feeling that somehow excellence and equity are incompatible may well
limit access of the poor and minority students even more when
considering the potentially powerful computing resources.

If the

resources are unavailable to the poor and minority students 'because
of state, district, or school allocation, these students may fall
further behind while the other students have a chance for increased
knowledge or skills, quicker reinforcement, or more individualized
instruction, depending on the instructional programs.

~oward

A Definiton of Equity and

~xcellence

An increasinply common standard for excellence is the
standardized score on Scholastic Aptitude

~ests,

scores on

achievement tests, access to select academic !J1.agnet schools and
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colleges, and various other competitive aspects of schooling.

Yet,

there is a significant cry for mainstreaming, giving equfil access to
all students to the knowledge available in the schools, and allowing
true choices, not·determined by such variables as class, wealth,
race, religion, or sex.
Often one thinks of

eq~ity

as being narrowly defined as equal

accesss to computing resources almost as a property right.
Excellence is reaching superior standards or the finest possible.
Few believe that an equita"ble educational system is necessarily
excellent.

F.owever, an excellent educational system promotes

equity; they depend on each other.

For allocating computing

resources, the relationship "between equity and
entwined.

exc~llence

is

Equity cannot be limited to equal access, but must also

include similar computinf applications for all students.

Likewise,

excellence cannot merely depend on those students or groups of
students who can achieve the most within the shortest period of
time, tut most also consider access to and application of computing
resources.
In considering eauity and excellence, it is important to
rememrer that equity is generally promoted by those who make policy
and those who are somewhat removed from the classroom.
realistic.

That is

Neither the parent who lives with the child nor the

teacher who works with the child wants only equity for the child.
They both want excellence.

As Green (1983) points out we pursue

equity at the public policy level and excellence locally (p. 33s).
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Green, an educational philosopher, has strugp.led with the
concepts of equity and excellence in severaJ_ articles.

Al though it

is difficult to condense his thinking to several pages, his ideas
help clarify the issues faced in the general equity-excellence
debate.

Then it is possible to see the relationship to the

allocation of computing res?Urces.
If we accept Green's ( 1930) "best -principle" "that each person
is entitled to the education that is best for him" (p. 114), then we
no doubt also relieve that this best education is "that which the
rich provide for their sons" (p. 120).

Additionally, Green (1980,

1983) points out that the principle of fair benefit refers in
matters of eaui ty to those varia.bles which are

edu~ationally

relevant such as choice, ability, and exercise of sheer tenacity.
~hey

do not include such items as race, sex, religion, or class (p.

119 & 324).

~hus,

in the pursuit of excellence, one's sex, race,

religion or class should make no difference.

I'ifferences should

only be noted in the pursuit of equity when they are relevant
educational variables.
~hese

three relevant educationa.l variables:

choice, ability

and exercise of sheer tenacity need to be understood.

If only two

children can join the "band in a particular class and the teacher
selects the two with previous experience, the other students who may
not have had an opportunity to play an

inst~llilent,

have no choice.

Therefore, the principle of fair benefit would be lacking.
Likewise, if a student is placed in a readinf group based on
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achievement at the beginning of the year, and his achievement and
ability improve, and the teacher does not move the student to a
hi€lter group, the student has been denied fa.ir benefit.

Finally,

the student who selects a difficult class and is counseled to change
to a less difficult class, but determines to stay and is successful,
exercises what Green calls sheer tenacity.

These three variables

which consitute fair benefit are relevant in Green's terms and
should be considered carefully in pursuit of both equity and
excellence.
In relating the principle of fair benefit to computing
resouces, it is possible to define excellence as access for those
students who are likely to benefit the most over the shortest period
of time while equity assures the sBme access to all of the children
regardless of potential benefit.
relation to student outcomes.

Access may need to be measured in

However, the resolution of this issue

with limited resources is not as simple as letting all have equal
access.

Giving each student twenty minutes a. month to use the

computing resources provides no one with meaningful access.

The

financial resources might ju.st as well be spent elsewhere.
Educators must be clear that they will not support equity if equity
means equally bad education for all such as each student having
access, but on such a. limited basis that the computing time is
worthless.
Green (1933) points out that in violation of the principle of
equity, educa.tional 'choices' can be made that cut off options and,
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therefore, the pursuit of excellence.

"Let us suppose that some

children, on grounds that violate the principle of equity, a.re
'persuaded' at an early stage to take the curricular pa.th of
business arithmetic.

And let us suppose further that, as a

consequence, they are forbidden the chance to take algebra.
are 'closed off' from the 'higher curriculum.'

They

What is wrong about

this is •.• there is a denial of educational excellence.

And what is

doubly wrong is that such a result is created in the name of
excellence" (p. 339) •
The goal must

r..e

excellence without denying equity.

Achievement of one does not eliminate the other. Parents pursue the
best for their children and may at the same time

~erue

for equity

for others.

Fquity suggests fair treatment within choice, tenacity

and ability.

It is important that site level administrators are

certain that their distribution of goods does not focus merely on
excellence without considering equity.

It is possihle that "CAI,

when made equally available to all children, can work to reduce the
achievement gap between children of affluent and disadvantaged
families" (Anastasio & Wilder, 1984, p. 18).
Access in Equity-Excellence
Access to computing resources relies heavily at the present
time on past practices and stereotyping that often happens in
society and schools.

While these past practices may form patterns

in the present for access and choices of learning about computers,
schools a.re lookinp: beyond past practices to changes for the future.
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Future employment projects seventy-five percent of the jobs will be
related to computers in one way or another.

Schools face the most

important equity questions when they determine who uses
microcomputers in the school, and for what, and who, therefore,
receives the benefits.
of microcomputers, it is

Since the schools only have a limited number
im~ortant

to determine how students will be

selected or how they will select (rembo, 1983, p. A-2).
Beyond access in the school is the access in the community to
the computing resources.

Access in the colilIIn.lnity may eliminate some

of the pressure on the principal of the local school to provide as
rm.1ch access to all groups of students.

The sheer tenacity Green

(19P..0, 1983) makes reference to can theri be exercised within the
community, ra.ther than exclusively within the school. However, few
communities have begun to provide the resources for those who cannot
afford them or choose not to purchase them.

Libraries provide video

tapes of movies for entertainment, but rarely provide corrputers for
e&1cation.

Ironically, students with sophisticated home computers

can use electroriic libraries to retrieve information without ever
leaving their homes, but those without computers may not even use
computers at the libraries to solve problems or practice skills.
Current Practices
Many site level administrators have not considered the
enrollment fifU.res in their own schools for such courses as computer
science as they consider the equity-excellence issues.
~raditionally,

these courses have teen attached to the r:1athematics
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department and the anxiety that girls have about mathematics seems
to extend to the use of computers.

"Drop in a computer classroom

and you'll probably see more boys than girls, and very few minority
students.

Ask the students there a few questions and you'll find

above-average affluence, more likelihood of having a computer at
home, better grades in academic subjects, and so on.

All measures

of advantage, power, and prestige show up in the computer classroom"
(Lueherman, 1985, p. 24).

Likewise, Lipkin and Martin-McCormick

(1985) found that "At the high school level, boys outrru.mber girls
two to one in the academic based courses in computer programming,
according to independent surveys in three states"(p. 2).
r~any

young people today first hecame acquaint$d with computers

through video games.

In a review of game software, "there were

twenty-eight men and four women depicted on game pack8.€BS·

This

cias is unlikely to attract girls to the rack" (Dembo, 1983, p.
A-10).

Initial influences in society often continue to dominate

choices in school, especially if one group, in this case males, is
more comfortable, has success' quicker, and seems more determined to
sit for hours to learn more.
One need not limit the search for differences amone the video
games or the classrooms; the extra-curricular activities show an
even more rr.ale-dominated picture.

The computer "jocks" are

generally male and such clubs are normally sponsored by a male
fa.cul ty member.
As pointed out by rembo (1SB3)

"Integrating computers into the

school curriculum can expand educational opportunities for students.
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However, without particular attention to equity issues the computer
revolution has the potential to widen the gap between advantaged and
disadvantaged, male and female, majority and minority students" (p.
i).

It is quite possible that if the gap is not narrowed that

students from low income baekgrounds will be powerless to move
beyond the unskilled computer jobs.
Within the School
Several equity-excellence issues are present in allocating
computing resources within the schools.

These issues include the

type of instruction given in the classroom, the pressure groups, the
teacher, the time allocated to each student,

and the choice of

computer software.
One of the potential dangers of computer use in the school is
that it will widen the gap cetween the achievers and the
underachievers hy providing computer instruction for the
underachievers that closely parallels the rrumerous worksheet and
skills lessons they already have, without allowing them to develop
hig.her level thinking skills.

Outside the classroom, thinking is

not relegated to achievers with underachievers acting like robots.
Yet, in the classroom, we often continue the same materials and
methods that have not worked with underachievers in a different
form.

"Teachers may tend to underempha.size the need to develop

higher order skills with students (usually minority) who have been
labeled low achievers.

These students may be tracked into drill and

practice programs and never taught computer programming or be
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exposed.to more exciting simulations that build higher order
skills .••• In short white students may be taught to control the
computer while Black students are taug.ht to see it as a task master,
while female students are tracked primarily into word processing and
record keeping" (Dembo, 1983, p. A-3).
potential for releasing

ed~cators

With computers comes the

from thoughts of limited kinds of

instruction for each level of achievement.
Another problem that is inherent in the ability grouping is
"individual students in these groups come to be defined by others both adults and their peers - in terms of these group types" (Oakes,
1985, :p. 3).

It is not necessary to have the "curriculum diversity

create status difference where such differences ha;d not previously
existed" (Rosenbaum, 1967, p. 211).

While it may be possible that

"Some subject matter areas and some types of learners appear to fare
better than others, these results may simply be side-products of the
limitations of available software" (Phi rel ta Ka:ppa, 1<?84, p. i) •
Thus, the teachers and creators of the software must make certain
that highly academic knowledge does not become such a scarce
commodity with limited distribution that only a few have access to
future power in society.

Generally, this knowledge is distributed

disproportionately to those from privileged backgrounds (Oak.es,
1 935, P• 1 99) ·

One suggestion from Luehrrnann (1985) is that a. specific
curriculum should be defined that prepares students to

go

on in the

field of computers; "then reauire all students to take it" (p. 24).
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One of the greatest flaws of education is to believe that there is
one sequence to learning and that somehow each student acauires
knowledge in the same way in that given sequence.

For example,

skipping the casic grammar drills with the students and actually
having students write often brings better results.

The grammar

drills rarely transfer to the student's own writing.
Another area of importance in the classroom is the teacher.

As

a role model and authority figure, the teacher has tremendous
influence on self-images and aspirations of the young people (Lipkin
and Martin-McCormick, 1934, p. 3).

Teachers may bring with them the

possibility for biased comments and attitudes.
it can give feedback that is not biased.

CAI may help in that

Training' teachers may

provide a resource for developing a sensitivity to promoting
inclusion in computer classrooms for minority, handicapped, and
fe~ale

students.

Carefully selected teachers may provide role

models who entice reluctant students to try computer classes and
computer use.
Within that classroom, the teacher rrust also monitor the time
spent by the students using the computers to assure equal access.
The eager, more aegressive student will volunteer to use the
computer and the less assertive student will forgo the allotted
time.

The computers are worthless if "students are not getting

enough time for this exposure to make a significant difference in
how well they learned the math or langu8f1e facts they were
practicing" (Becker, 1984, p. 22).

Often students who are not
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achieving well in classrooms with a few microcomputers let their
turn go to someone else for fear of not getting the teacher's
instruction or getting behind.

'l'hus, the computer becomes a reward

for those already working quickly and accurately.

'l'herefore, it is

essential that even after the computers are allocated, teachers and
administrators monitor their use so that the resources are
distributed within the classroom in an equitable manner.

Otherwise,

we could become a society that provides more access to society's
goods for those with computer knowledge.
The final level of importance in school is the development and
selection of software.

Like books and other media, computer

software can directly ar inadvertently promote bias and
discrimination. Careful selection of such software must be made.

It

is also important to determine the types of software for classroom
use so that the students are not always completing drill and
practice without the possibility of higher order thinking skills
needed in programming or simulations.

A.dministrators and teachers

should pay close attention to the selection and use of the software
in each individual classroom.

If appropriate software is not

available, the administrator may want to allocate the computers to
another area rather than use poor software.
Equity and Excellence: Potential for Success

If educators believe in both equity and excellence, then the goal
of excellence for individual students wst include equity for each
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student.

Likewise, equity is worth little without the achievement

of excellence.

If we believe, as Green (1?B3) does, that "the

pursuit of excellence, its very definition, is what, as a nation, we
have not debated.

It is, nonetheless, the more direct path toward

equity in education" ( p. 340) , then educators must look to the
individual school and classroom to be certain that both are
achieved.

One way Green predicts that equity through excellence can

occur comes when "children are 'prepared to make the most of' the
specific experiences and where it leads next 'in a developmental
sense'"(p. 339). With the acquisition of microcomputers, excellence
and

equi~J

are primary issues for the school based administrator.

Green does not suggest policy makers forget the

eq~ity

issue, but

rather reminds the reader that gains in excellence produce gains in
eauity, and the best way to pursue equity is through excellence in
education for each individual student.
Often when a school has only a few microcomputers, they are
reserved for the gifted and those who need remediation.

Very few

are used for the students in between (Reinhold, 1985, p. 36).

While

in some cases this allocation may be justified, it often happens
without a. plan, but merely in response to

s~ident

remediation and assertive teachers of the gifted.

needs for
As was pointed

out previously, it is also possible that the microcomputer can be
used merely for drill and practice for the lower achievin? student
and for problem solving for the better student.

The

~icrocomputer

has the potential for helping all students learn the higher level
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thinking skills.

Therefore, it is important to think about the

actual uses within the classroom as well as the allocation to
certain groups of students.
Important questions for the site level administrator to answer
are:
-What allocation wiil allow students to gain educational
benefit from the computers?
-What specifically will the computers be used for in the
classroom?
-Is there software available to support the proposed
program?
-Is that software free from stereotyping?
-Have prereauisites for electives made it impossible for
certain groups of students to have access to the computers?
-What are the enrollments in the elective classes that use
computers? Are girls and minorities enrolling?

If not,

what is the school and the teacher doing about it?
-Is the teacher's attitude one that promotes eauity and
excellence?
-Faw can the computers be made available after school?
-Do one or two groups of students dominate the a£ter-school
use of computers?

If so, how can that be changed?

-How are we educating students to achieve excellence by
using what Green calls the exercise of educationally
relevant variables:

choice, ability and sheer tenacity?
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~no

students have equal access to computer careers because

of availabili ~J of courses which provide training in
computer use?
While other questions may be important, these address the
essential areas the site level administrator must consider when
allocating computing resour.ces.

Educators must carefully monitor

the use of computers so that the quality of education is improved
for all students.

If we do not, the potential is there for widening

the gap between groups of students:

the minority and majority

students, the male and female, Bnd the advantaged and disadvantaged.
A quality computing program includes excellence through equitable
means.

Site Level Application of Equity-Excellence
I completed much of my own site level study on using word
processing to improve intermediate students' writing before I rave
much considera.tion to the equity-excellence issue.

As I suggest in

the following chapters, my experience lea.ds me to believe that
following the review of the school site context by the site level
administrator, the issue of equity-excellence, specifically, access
and application, should be the next limiting element.

The questions

remain the same for each potential application and, therefore, can
be considered and answered for several areas more easily than an in
depth review of the empirical data for several curricular areas.
However, the answers to the application and access questions may
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change the initial selection of one curriculum area to another for a
more in depth review by the a.dministrator.
The a.nswers to the questions on equity-excellence related to
the school site study on word processing may be instructive for
those considering the application of word processing as well as
those considering the process of making a. decision about the
allocation of computing resources.

It is, also, important to note

in the decision guide that follows that once the equity-excellence
issues are considered, they should not be forgotten, but should be
reconsidered in relation to the school site context and the outcomes
from the empirical data.
Based on the data and experiences I had, I W8;9 able to provide
the following questions to the equity-excellence questions for
Stephen Foster Intermediate School and the word processing
application.
What allocation will allow students to gain educational benefits
from the computer? With the use of word processing for intermediate
students, the low and the average students gained the most benefit
from the use of word processing.

~his

includes from 75 to 80

percent of the student body.
vJhat specifically will the computers be used for in the
classroom?

In the word processing application, the computers would

be used for word processing which allows revising and editing with a
final copy more easily than without it.
Is there software available to support the proposed program?
Is it free from stereotyping? Two programs, "Bank Street Writer,"
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and "Atariwri ter" were available for use on the Atari computers.
Both were appropriate for intermediate students although "Bank
Street Writer" was selected for several features including the
"print-draft" coromand.

These two programs for word processing

reviewed by teachers and students contained no stereotyping.

No

references a.re made to males or females, race, socio-economic
status, or religion, only to various word processing functions.
Have prerequisites for electives made it impossible for certain
groups of students to have access to the computers? What are the
enrollments in the elective classes that use the computers? Are
girls and minorities enrolling?

If not what is the school and the

teacher doing about it? The word processing was

~sed

in required

English classes; therefore, students had to fulfill no
prerequisites.

The population in the classes reflected the general

population in the school.

Thus, the access issue was eliminated

since all the classes had access and all the students in each class
were reauired to complete writing assignments on the computers.
Unlike math applications, or programming, word processing is one of
the few areas in the use of computers that evidences equal access to
boys and girls, and to minority and majority students.
Do teachers' attitudes promote eauity and excellence?

In the

school based research and thereafter, these teachers made a
conscious effort to provide equal time for the students in relation
to their need for revision of their writing.

More revisions were

completed by the students which pushed the students toward the
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possibility of an excellent composition and improved skills.
'i'eachers indicated a willingness on the p8rt of students using word
processing to make corrections and revisions than those not using
word processing.
Row can the computers be made available after school? Do one or
two groups of students dominate the after school use of computers?
If so, how can that be changed?
school for the students.

The computers were available after

~eachers

shared the responsibility for

monitoring the computer use and assisting the students.

Althoug!1

the average, above average, and gifted students were more motivated
to come in after school, the teachers requested the low and learning
disabled students to come after school for assistance.
How are we educating students to achieve excellence by using
what Green calls the exercise of educationally relevant variables:
choice, ability and sheer tenacity? With the use of word
processing, the students had no choice.

They were trained to use

it, praDtice it, and apply it to their writing assignments.
However, one teacher gave the class the opportunity at the end to
select using word processing or not and more than hBlf selected the
use of word processing.

Teachers see word processing as a tool for

writing that will eventually afford the students a choice between
the conventional methods of paper and pencil and word processing.
Sheer tenacity was applicable to those who came for extra assistance
after school, who worked diligently during the class period, and who
applied the steps in the writing process to improve composition
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skills.

With limited resources, the empirical data points to

greater improvement by the low and average groups; therefore, the
administrator may well allocate the resources to these groups.

This

obviously limits access to the ability groups not included.
Do students have equal access to computer careers because of
availability of courses which provide training in computer use?
With word processing, the skills become available to those in the
regular English program.

At the high school more specific classes

are available in word processing and other job applications.

For

this word processing application, the question is not helpful.
However, if reviewinging other possible applications, it is
important for the administrator to consider the answer in a
particular school.
Equity has been broadened from equal access to include both
access to and application of computing resources.
to excellence is crucial.
in education.

The relationship

F,xcellence without equity may not exist

Equity and excellence function dependently and help

provide fair educational benefits for each student.

Thus, equity

must include the concept of tenefi ts ·because access and application
without benefits to the students gain little.
Reviewing these questions and answers as the school site
administrator, I discovered that I might well have had to defer for
a complete answer until after a review of the empirical data.

It is

obvious that some of my answers have combined the general knowledge
of the school, empirical data. on the word processing application,
and the eauity-excellence issues.

However, even before knowing the
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outcome of the empirical data, my review revealed that the use of
word processing in Fnglish classes provided the potential for both
equity and excellence.

The context, equity-excellence issues, and

the empirical data must te jointly considered before a. final
decision about the allocation of computing resouces is made.

CHAPTER VI
DECISION GUIDE

Process of Creating a Decision Guide
The process cf creating the decision guide is briefly described
here in order for the reader to be privy to the thinking that
created the @Uide.

As was stated earlier, administrators generally

allocate resources with a non-systematic approach, especially in the
case of microcomputers.

Their own experience may play a part, a

little empirical data may sway them, a need to keep up with the
newest trends in education can influence a decision.
For administrators who lack the time to think the process
through thoroughly, this

~~ide

provides the steps to a reasoned

decision, through gathering information about the specific school
site, considering equity-excellence issues, and reviewing empirical
evidence about a specific application.

It indicates how a

relationship can be developed among these three sets of inf or~ation
in the administa.tor's mind.

It also suggests a sequence and

organization for gathering information.

Finally, it points to

pl21ces where critical decisions should be rr.ade.

Here, the way the

.decision guide grew from the example of word precessing is
discussed.
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Information Gathering
'!llree sets of information are suggested as crucial for the
administrator to gather and consider.
acquired is the context of the school.

First, the most easily
This information is so

familiar that it is often lost by the administrator when alloca.ting
resources.

However, the

t~me

that it takes to consider the school

profile, the district plan for instructional uses of microcomputers,
the implementation of a local plan, the needs for program
continuation is comparatively small.

The value of taking time to

review this information is gained for the administrator in thinking
about the total school context and carefully reviewing possible
computing applications.
The information on equity-excellence should be collected in two
areas:

access and application.

Generally, educators consider

access alone as the element relating to equity;

however, the

importance of application is also an important part of the same
issue.

I discovered that in many instances the students who were

less successful in school were completing drill and practice items
on the computer while the students who were achieving in school were
able to use the computer for problem solving.

In other words, those

who had achieved less were being run by the COI".lputers and those who
achieved more were learning how to run the computers.

Computers can

give the opportunity for all students to work with problem solving,
but in the interest of increasing "basic skills" teachers and
administrators may limit access to higher order thinkinp skills by
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underachievers.

The discussion of equity-excellence applies with

slight variation to the different subject areas.
similar as are the questions raised in Chapter V.

The issues are
Therefore, once

the administrator understands the issues, the concept of equity
through excellence can be applied in any content or skill area.
Schools are often judi;zed by the public on standa.rdized test
scores.
data.

Student outcomes are generally the basis for the empirical
'.ihe information for each application is different.

Therefore, I have suggested that empirical data be the third piece
of information collected.

This area would be researched after the

administrator has narrowed the scope to one application.
process of reviewing the research and literature
consuming.

i~

The

most time

If, as I have suggested, little is available, a

well-developed school based research effort may need to be proposed.
Again, this takes time and resources.

~hus,

I suggest in the

decision guide that empirical data be researched carefully only
after the administrator has focused on one pa.rticular content or
skill area.

Certainly, this may not always be the best procedure,

but my experience points to it being the most helpful and least time
consuming.

Relationship of Information
In the process, all three areas must be considered together.
As I discovered in writing about implementation a.nd program
continuation, the administrator cannot begin to think in specific
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terms until after the application of the microcomputers has been
narrowed to one or two possibilities.

~herefore,

the return to

context in relation to the the other two areas of information became
more necessary.

Likewise, the application being considered may need

to be modified after the empirical data is weighed against the
equity-excellence issues.
As is note later in this chapter, the final decision to
allocate the computing resources does not come until all the
information has been combined by the administrator to form a whole
rather than distinct pieces.

As I worked through the information

about word processing, I found that I favored one application with
the information on context, another when·r

consider~d

equity-excellence and yet another when I compiled the empirical
data.

It is in the coming together of these three groups of

information that the administrator has a better sense of the whole
in relation to a particular school's students.

Therefore, until all

the information is analyzed together, the administrator should not
finally allocate the computing resources.
f'ecision Points
Actual decision points in the process are few since much time
must be spent gathering information.

Initially the administrator

must decide on areas of need where computer applications might
assist.

This list could be broad or narrow.

At this time it would

probably be narrow since few programs are available in many subject
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areas.

However, deciding to limit to three curricular areas to

consider in relation to the context and equity-excellence becomes
the point at which the administrator can focus more clearly on
several areas before narrowing once again to one area for an
in-depth study of the empirical data.
It was my hope that I w.ould be able to have a simple heuristic
that would give clear and easy "yes" or "no" answers for the
administrator.

I found that it was not that simple.

Chunking all

the information together at one point before any decision of
signficiance could be made forced me to realize no simple heuristic
could represent the process.

Yet, I did want a visual

representation so that the discourse could be followed more easily
by the reader which follows in four pages.

Order of Information in Guide
When I began work on this dissertation, I thougpt that the
eaui ty-excellence issues should be raised after the empirical data ..
However, in arranging and rearranging the decision eruide, I finally
settled on a change in the placement of the equity-excellence.

For

a very practical reason, it should precede the empirical data.

~he

issues in equity-excellence are similar for the different
applications in the classroom.

co~puter

The time and energy in considering

eauity-excellence can be expended before the focus on one
application for empirical data.

Much is gained by applying these

issues early and little time is lost.

It may be that the ethical
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issues involving equity-excellence are so compelling that one
application will be selected over another one before collecting the
empirical data.

As a practical matter the benefits of reviewing the

equity-excellence issues are greater to the administrator before
collecting the empirical data.
processing example and

Without working through the word

consi~ering

other applications, this would

not have occurred to me.

Plausitle Cases
After developing the decision guide I considered using
plausible cases rather than putting together a visual representation
of the decision guide.

Th2.t idea appealed to me to. show

applications of the guide beyond word processing.
plausible cases.

I began several

As the reader reviews the process and the proposed

guide, I believe it will be clear how impossible it would be to
create simple plausible cases without actually doing the research to
gain the empirical data •.
It is, therefore, my suggestion that as a.drninistrators use this
guide, they add their research and experiences to mine to build a
core of plausible cases that would assist administrators looking for
answers on a1loc8.ting computing resources in their schools.

r-~y

contribution would be both the information on word processing and
the framework for the decision guide.
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Decision Guide for School Site
Allocation of Microcomputers for Instruction
Circumstances of a particular school, specific needs,
equity-excellence issues, and empirical data all influence the
decison a school administrator makes when allocating computing
resources to a particular area of the curriculum, a particular
program, a group of teachers, and/or a specific group of students.
While a visual map is included that may help the administrator
review the collection of information and steps in making the
decision, the process of making the decision is not so linear as
such a map might suggest at first glance.
The important areas of information collection include:
-Identification of areas of curricular need for which
microcomputer applications may assist student learning;
-Review of potential success for computing applications in
identified need areas;
-Consideration of school site context including, school
profile, district plan for microcomputer utilization,
implementation, ruid program continuation;
-Consideration of the equity-excellence issues including
access and applications;
-Review of empirical data including the literature and
research, and, if necessary or appropriate, school site
research; and
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-Review of the combination of school context,
equity-excellence issues and empirical data.
The gathering of information begins with curricular needs of a
particular school, and proceeds to the total school context.

No

matter the final allocation, this information refers specifically to
the one school and is

readi~y

available.

The equity-excellence

issues require more study and reliance on sources not as readily
available as for the school site context, but the issues still
relate to any microcomputer allocation.

Only after considering

these areas of information is the administrator advised to select
one for in depth study of the empirical data.

If, in fact, that

area does not end up as the place for the allocatiqn, the
administrator need only return to gathering empirical data on
another content or skills since the context and the equity issues
will vary only slightly.
The actual decision points come when
-Limiting curricular areas of greatest need to three for
investigation;
-Selecting one area for in depth review of the empirical
,data; and
-Allocating the resources based on context,
equity-excellence, and empirical data or repeating the
process.
It is

i~portant

to include all of the information gathering

phases as well as the decision points in order to make an
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educationally sound allocation of the computing resources.

A

visual representation follows as a reminder of the information
needed as well as the decision points.

War~

Processing Example

Much of the information that is reviewed here can be found in
much greater depth in the example throughout the pa.per.

However, it

is useful to see the procedure for applying the decision guide to a
particular school.

The intermediate school serves seventh and

eif.hth grade students in a. suburban community.
Areas of Curricular Need
Administrators assess needs throufh many mechanisms such as
observation, surveys, fa.lking to teachers, parent input, test
scores, and cornmittee review.

It is important here to consider only

these areas where there may be computer applications to assist
student learning.

Administrators, teachers and secretaries ma.y have

many other needs that are not instructional.

While valid, the focus

ofthis dissertation is on instructional applications.

Generally,

the curricular areas that have required courses are a. starting
point.
Once the list is established, several articles on research
findings should be compiled or experts consulted to determine if the
need can be addressed by computers with software available now.

The
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potential is there in many areas, tut the applications are
unavailable.

Review the major needs with staff members for input.

From a review of the student achievement, the interest of the
teachers, and the Parent Teachers Association who would fund the
microcomputers, came identified needs in science, writing, reading,
and foreign language

(Spani~h

and French).

a lab with two students to a machine.

Mathematics already had

The other four areas were

then briefly reviewed for computing applications.
Science consisted of applied physical science and ecology
emphasis.

Several programs were available for simulations in

ecology, but would only engage the students for approximately ei¢1.t
days during the year.

While these

m~w

be joined by_ other products,

little was available at the time.
Several word processing p8ckages were available that would make
it possible for students to edit and revise easily.

A quick review

of two pieces of literature indicated success with high school and
college age students.
Many programs were e.vailable for improving reading skills.
Most were drill and practice.

Educational computing journals fa.Ve

hints on the better ones, but admitted most were drill and practice.
Foreign language had proframs which taught and tested
vocabulary, but were lacking in voice simulation to assist in the
prommciation.

Promise for future software was everywhere, but

little was currently evident.
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J.Jimi t to Curricular Areas of Greatest Need
Li~iting

to the curricular areas of greatest need requires

making a decision based on the brief review of potential success for
computing applications in needs areas.

A school without computer

literacy may determine that would be one need, while one with
computer literacy already me;y want to consider math or reading
applications.

This first cut is necessarily rough since no

administrator has the time to look at each potential need in the
depth suegested later in the process.
Limit to no more than three areas initially.

As the school

context and the equity issues are considered by the administrator,
the three selected curricular areas can help to focus the context
and equity-excellence issues.
At Foster Intermediate school, while each area had a need,
software was available in sufficient quantity and quality in writing
and reading.

All of the students took English which included

writing and reading.

Some students received special help in reading

during an additional period of the day.

So the two areas to explore

further were writing and reading.
Consider School Site Context
Much of the information to consider for the school site context
can be found in Chapter II.
into the school site context:

Four different areas are incorpora.ted
school profile, district plan for

ir:iplementation, implementa.tion, and program continuation.
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The school profile includes the composition of the student body,
the community characteristics, and the curricular program.

All of

this is coromon knowledge to the administra.tor but needs to be
reviewed in an organized fashion to identify the areas of greatest
need. The community is also important in assessing the school.
Sometimes the community can. assist.

Their plans and attitudes are

important, especially if they are providing the funds for the
microcomputers.
The district plan for implementation of microcomputers assists
the administrator in determining if the needs will be met with a
district prograrn within a given period of time.

Often districts are

looking for schools to pilot certain applications. , Knowledge of
this sort will help allocate the resources where there is the
greatest need without duplicating efforts.

Also, some of the

contacts may be able to assist in finding out the newest and niost
helpful applications in improving student learning.
Implementation means considering the resources and their cost
including the teachers and the cost of training, computer
maintenar~e,
availa~le

and necessary additional staff.

If the money is

for all of these things immediately, the process of

beginning to use the compilters may be brief.

On the other hand, if

they must be budgeted and requested from other than the local
school, that information must be carefully considered.
Finally, plans need to be considered for how the program will be
evaluated, monitored, adapted, and supported.

While the
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administrator need not actually complete the planning for these
elements, they must not be forgotten since program continuation
rests upon eventual careful planning.
The word processing example is covered in some depth in Chapter
II.

However, it is important to note that students are grouped for

English by ability levels •. The district plan did not incorporate
either of these areas for immediate implementation although computer
assisted writing was being piloted through a federal grant.

Through

the federal grant the teachers could be trained to use the writing
program and six English teachers and a reading teacher volunteered
to begin such a program.

No training was available for reading

although the programs seemed to be self explanatory.

Either program

could continue in the school with miPimum cost once the computers
and peripherals were pu.rcha.sed.

The writing emphasis would likely

require an instructional aide while the reading emphasis would not.
Consider Equity-Excellence Issues
The equity-excellence issue is the one most easily overlooked.
Often with microcomputers having equal access may in fact mean that
no one student has enough access to improve.

Such an application of

micrcomputers may meet the equity standard, but fails to come close
to the excellence standard.

Likewise, an application that only

gives more to those who already have many resources and have
achieved excellence may exclude students who need the assistance to
begin to narrow the gap.
Chapter V.

This issue is discussed more fully in
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Equity alone may 1J1ean equal access to some people, but some
groups of students may benefit more than others with equal computer
time.

The goal must be excellence without denying equity.

Achievement of one does not eliminate the other.

One nrust also

consider access in the community as part of the equity question.
An equally important 911estion concerns the application of
computer skills and knowledge.

Indications that students who are

poor readers use computers for drill and practice only while the
better students learn how to problem solve on the computers should
frighten educators.

One would strive for applications as well as

access to be equal.

One group should not be controlled by the

computers while the other group learns.how to

con~rol

the computers.

It is easy to fall into the pattern of using the computer as merely
another workbook for the lower students and again deny them access
to greater knowledge.
'rhe questions posed at the end of Chapter V should assist an
administrator in thinking about the applications in relation to the
equity-excellence question.

Failure to do so may only widen the gap

between the minority and majority students, the :male and female, and
the adva.ntaged and disadvantaged.

An eauitable means to a quality

program should be the goal.
Both the areas of access and application should be considered.
With writing, all students might have 2ccess, but the research may
show some group benefits more.

Word processing is one area in that

literature that does not show a preponderance of boys, but divides
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equally between the sexes.

If all students have access to word

processing, the application is the same for each student provided
the teacher does not use it merely for sentence combining or some
similar drill for certain groups.
Would there l'e benefits to instruction in reading as well as
word processing? Students needing reading assistance could also get
help from the English classroom; however, reading ceases to be a
required subject for intermediate students at Stephen Foster at the
seventh grade and is incorporated into the study of literature which
means reading skills are not emphasized.

It is likely this

application would focus mainly on the five percent of students in
the developmental and remedial classes. · The type

~f

programs

'

available are generally drill and practice which is more of the same
methods used from first grade on.
Select One Area for In r.epth Review
The information on school context and eQuity-excellence should
serve as a filter to decide on one area to consider in depth.

The

selection of one area for an in depth review is not the final
selection; however, more time and energy must be given to the review
of the literature and research and if necessary a school site
research project.

Therefore, it is essential that the questions on

equity-excellence have been answered favorably, and the school site
context be one that would support a. particular application.
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Once having reviewed the empirical data, the administrator can
always return to this decision and make another one if the first
choice, upon more research, was not the best one.
Word processing was chosen for the application for all students
rather than a specific group in order to improve writing skills.
Teachers emphasized the

wr~ting

process and revision was a key

They believed word processing would assist in the revision

element.

task and develop better quality writing.
the context influenced the decision.
a.

Several other things about

Training was available though

federal project, teachers were eager to learn, and the resource

requirements could be met at the local level without having to
request budgeted funds from the district.
Both in access and application the reading program seemed
limited.
~ng~ish

Few stuents took reading as a separate elective from
so the number of students

ha~ing

access was limited.

Likewise, the software programs available were limited to drill and
practice which most students in reading already practiced in
workbooks.

With word processing it was also possible to work with

these students with the "Write to Read" method and thus improve
their reading by having the use the word processing.
Review Empirical Data
The first source of empirical data should come from the
literature and research.

This is both easier and less time

consuming than beginning a school site research project.

It is only
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if the information is not conclusive enough in the literature and
research data that one should embark on a school site research
project as part of determining the allocation of computing
resources.

The school site research has many positive aspects, but

should be used secondarily to the findings in the literature and
research review.
Chapter III gives SUf._gestions for the literature and research
review as well as the specifics on the literature and research for
word processing.

Chapter IV has the procedures for beginning a.

school site study with an example of a school site study in an
intermediate school considering the word
processing application.
.
.
The results of the study are also included.
A review of the research literature revealed limited successes
with word processing with a. few students at a. college, high school
or elementary level.

Much of the literature was anecdotal,

describing what teachers thought happened rather than research based
studies.

The school based research grew from the need to have

empirical data. on writing improvement for various ability groups
with the microcomputers at the intermediate level.

Both control and

experimental groups were. established for six teachers.

Writing

samrles in the fall and spring, interviews and a questionnaire were
used to collect data about the use of word processing.

'l1he writing

sample showed significant improvement for the low and average groups
when using word processing.

Teachers were positive about the use of

word processing for the students but found the lack of keyboarding
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skills for the above average and gifted students to be a hindrance.
The questionnaire revealed little data of much significance.

Review School Context, Equity-Excellence, and Empirical Data
Outcomes
The overlay of the

sc~ool

context, the equity-excellence

issues, and the empirical data should give the administrator the
information on which to make a decison for the allocation of
computing resources.
not enough.

Considering each of these areas separately is

The decision may be very different if one were to rely

only on the empirical data or the school context without the
equity-excellence considerations.
With all of these issues chunked together, the decision becomes
more difficult in some instances.

For example students given the

choice to practice programming during mathematics class will often
not take their turn if they miss classroom instruction.

The options

are not really choices: program and miss the instruction given by
the teacher to the class or miss time on the computer learning to
program.

The student appears to have a choice, but the choice does

off er ways to both listen to the classroom instruction and learn
programminr.

A better solution in this case

m~y

be to place the

microcomputers together so that the whole class practices
programming in pairs or trios at the same time, thus placing all the
students in a positive situation.
If the school context, the resolution of the equity-excellence
issues, and the err,pirical data are positive, the administrator
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allocates the resources for microcomputers, software, personnel and
training.

The process of implementation begins.

If the outcomes

from the three major areas taken together are not positive, then the
administrator should return to the selection of another area. for in
depth review of empirical data.
Breaking the decision if-Uide into steps may indicate a simple
process to some.

It is in fact, a very difficult process which

should be carefully and thoughtfully applied.

The tendency of some

administrators is to find a little empirical data. and pour resources
in that direction.

This guide includes the step of reviewing the

empirical data at the end because the context, and the
equity-excellence issues are also very i'mportant and are often
overlooked.
In the case described earlier, word processing met the
considerations for the school site context especially the school
profile and district plan for microcomputer utilization, and the
school site research provided a way to slowly implement the use of
word processing.

Other teachers

w~1ld

have to be trained and the

aide allocated on a more permanent basis to continue the program.
English is a subject taken by all the students.
an opportunity to use word processinf during English.

Sach would have
However, the

number of microcomputers did not allow for all ability groups to be
accommodated.

The school site research indicated that the average

and low students achieved the most ga.ins using word processing and
these groups contitute 72% of the student body;

thus, it would seem
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that these two ability groups should have first access to word
processing in the search for excellence through positive student
outcomes.

Teachers for the most part favored allocating the

resources to the low and learning disabled because these students
have more need.

However, access was available to the learning

disabled, low, and average

~tudents

since the learning disabled

group only added two more classes.
rr,uch thinking must be applied as the three areas (school
context, equity-excellence, and empirical data) overlay one another.
Each area affects the other and cannot be considered separately.
By this time the administrator is so familiar with the information
that it is hard not to jump to a conclusion.

In

t~is

example, the

empirical data happens to somewhat support the teacher
recommendations, and the equity-excellence considerations.

Not

always will the administra.tor be so fortunate.

Allocation of Resources
As the administrator in this example, I decided to continue
with the word processing application with an emphasis on the
learning disabled, the low, and the average student frOups at both
grade levels.

S"he two groups of learning disabled did not add

significantly to the number of student rroups who would have first
access and since many of the students in that group were
economically as well as educationally disadvantaged, I felt it was a
sound decision to broaden the access to these students.
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Students in the above average and gifted groups would have
access when the other groups did not have the word processing
equipment in use.

These students could also sign up for use of the

word processing af'ter school.
Teachers and students not trained were ea€8r to begin the new
school year with more trairiing and greater skills in word processing
to improve composition.

CHAPTER VII
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Reviewing the study gave me an opportunity to reflect on what I
had set out to accomplish, what actually happened, and what I
learned.

In addition, I considered how this dissertation would be

of value to administrators apd educators.

Finally, I projected

recommendations for the future as to what should happen to assure
the usefulness of the decision guide for administrators.

Reflections
V.y initial interest in this study was to determine the impact

of using word processing to improve student composition skills at
the intermediate level.

I was able to investigate the word

processing application in depth.
me the

opportuni~J

~his

investigation also afforded

to involve some of the English staff in a school

based research project.

They assisted in reviewing the literature

and determining that there was not enough information in the studies
for more than intuitively allocating the computers for the word
processing application.
the study.

~heir

They helped set the research questions for

involvement gave them ownership of the outcomes

and involvement in the dynamic process of learning about word
processing while teaching their students.
Even as I broadened the study to include the development of the
decision guide that could be used by others making similar
decisions, my main interest remained the word processing application
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until I was waiting for all of the data on the school based
research.

t'uring that time, I began to read more a.nd more about the

equity-excellence issues.

More than any other area of the study, I

saw the need to review this information when allocating computing
resources.

As I began to see the importance of that area of

inf orma.tion, my scope

broad~ned

beyond the word processing

application.
Developing the decision guide for allocating instructional
computing resources was a more solitary endeavor than the school
based research since no one else was directly involved.

The

decision guide emerged after thinking about the various pieces of
information necessary for determining
computers.

instruction~

uses of

As I noted previously, I originally placed the

equity-excellence material after the empirical information.
However, as a practical matter, an administrator can apply this
information quickly to several possible computer uses without the
empirical information.

The equity-excellence issues may eliminate

one or more possibilities before the in-depth review of empirical
information.

Thus, when presenting the decision guide, I moved

equity-excellence to an earlier place in the process.
After reviewing the three major sources of information that I
had collected and applying them to one site with the word processing
application,

I tried to produce a heuristic which would logically

produce "yes, go on to next step," or "no, return to previous step"
procedures.

The intertwined relationship of context,
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equi"ttJ-excellence, and empirical information made such a heuristic
impossible.

After several attempts at an heuristic, I visually

mapped the important decision points and the relationship to the
sources of information.
The decision map was then applied to the word processing
example.

I needed to actually use the guide to determine how it

would work.

It was at that time I changed the place of the proposed

review of the equity-excellence issues to precede the empirical
data.

Also, I felt that a visual representation of the proposed

decision guide would appeal to some administrators who rarely have
or take the time to read articles in depth.
I learned many things while in the process of thinking,
writing, and rethinking this dissertation.
mentioning.
resources.

~everal

are worth

My normal approach is to intuitively allocate
While I rely on my intuition in many instances, I am

convinced that a more rational process is helpful in allocating
co~puting

resources.

In addition, I thought that doing a school

ba.sed research project would ·be ex..h.ilarating.

It was, but it was

also exhausting, frustrating, and difficult when it involved so many
teachers.

The fact that I was promoted to another school some

twenty-five miles away just as the teachers began to work with the
students added to the difficulty.

However, I highly recommend

getting involved with the school staff in a. school based research
project. Everyone benefits:

students, teachers and administrators.
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Value of Study
Two areas of the study may have value to those who read it.
First, the @lide should help administrators make better decisions
about instructional computing applications.

Second, the outcomes on

word processing should provide more information for those who may
want to use that application with intermediate students.
The guide is a short cut for other administrators.

They

sh~1ld

ce able to quickly gather and note the information about school site
context.

Additionally, the chapter on equity-excellence gives

enough background, theory, and

information that the administrator

can apply the issues of access and application without having to go
much beyond this document.

Likewise, another administrator does not

have to go through the process of creating a guide but can apply
this one.
Because the approach is a highly rationalized one, some
adminstrators will instinctively not consider it.

However, if they

have access to the proposed guide, they may think differently about
the way they approach allocatfng computing resources for
instruction.

Additionally, it is a process that can be used to

convince others that the administrator has used logical steps in
determining the uses of microcomputers.

Using this process, the

administrator may more easily convince the P.T.A., the central
office, the school board, and/or others to provide the resources for
a particular school.

The euide may also be used as a. recommended

approach by colleagues and supervisors for those colleagues and
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administrators who desire more computing resources for instruction
in their schools and are uncertain as to the best application.
Finally, for those who work in an intermediate school, the
results of the school based research suggest< an allocation of
computing resources to assist the low and average students improve
composition skills througti word processing.

Likewise, some of the

information in the literature and the school based research study
could assist in settinf up such a program as well as indicating some
potential problems such as lack of keyboarding skills.
Both the guide and the word processing example could be
valuable to administrators and teachers.

Teachers might even

convince administrators that a particular application is worthwhile
by using this processing.

Future Considerations
~he

process suggested for the decision guide needs to be tried

by other administrators.

There may be modifications to the proposed

quide that will better assist administrators making decisions about
the use of computing resources for instruction.
the development of this
approaches were tested.

gt~ide

As I noted before,

was dynamic; different ideas and

Different applications and modifications of

the process should be tried and shared with colleagues to streamline
the process further.
When this decision guide is used, the results of not only the
final decision, but also the eQuity-excellence issues and the
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empirical information could be helpful to colleagues.

An

information pool could short cut the process for other
administrators.

Successful applications for elementary,

intermediate and high school students would be welcomed by fellow
teachers and administrators.
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APPmrrx I
FAIHFAX COTJNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

repartment of Instructional Services
Office of Research and Fvaluation
WRI~ING

PROMPTS FOR GRADES 6-12

Af!SIGN~TT:

The purpose of this assignment is to have you write a
description of some' special place.

Everybody knows of some special place. Eaybe you have
visited a famous i:'uilding like the Air and Space !·'!useum or
the United States Capitol in Washington, D.C. You might
know many things about the Manassas Battlefield or one of
the shopping malls like Fair Oaks, Tysons Corner or
Sprinffield Mall. On the other hand, you might be familiar
with some place in nature like Great Falls, a special place
in the Blue Ridge Mountains, or a. certain part of the
Chesapeake Bay area.
Choose some place you personally know about. It may be some
place from around where you live, er some place you have
been while traveling. Think about it for awhile.
Eefore you write you should think about such things as how
it looks, smells, sounds and feels. Write arout this place,
organizing details in such a way that your reader will know
almost as much about it as you do. Be sure to name what you
are describing.
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APPENDIX II

Primary Trait Scoring
The criteria for improved performance on the writing sample are
in these categories:

holistic, paragraph coherence, and sentence

types and mechanics.

For the first and second hypotheses, this

scoring method will be used.

It was developed by the National

Assessment of Educational Progress in 1974 and used by Fairfax
County Public Schools in 1SE3-84.
Holistic Primary Trait: Provides a description about a
place indicating it is special to the author by using a
varied or sensory detail and elaboration of detail in an
organized fashion.
Score

6

5

4

This paper names the special place being described. There
is considerable elaboration of detail using effective
sensory images involving two or more senses. A personal
relationship with the place is clearly obvious. The details
are organized in logical order with appropriate transitional
words or phrases so that the special place is clearly
depicted for the reader.
~his paper probably names the special place being described
and contains some elaboration of detail involving two or
more senses. There is some indication of personal
relationship with the place. The details are organized in a
consistent fashion and related to each other so that the
reader can picture what is being described; however, more
elaboration and more specific word choice would be
preferred.

This paper probably names the special place being described
and contains sufficient detail to allow the reader to
picture a specific place. However, the sensory images lack
specificity and are most likely limited to one or two
senses. There may not be an apparent personal relationship
with the place being described. The details are organized
in a readable manner but there are noticeable gaps in the
description and, althou.g-i the details are related, the
transitions are simplistic.
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3

2

This paper may not name the special place being described
but there are sufficient details to allow the reader to make
a reasonable inference as to what is generally being
described, or to picture a place in a somewhat general
fashion. The details are simple, however, probably
involving only one sense and are organized in a somewhat
inconsistent or very elementary manner. There may just be a
listing of details with no cohesive thread or an emphasis on
the telling of an event without sufficient attention to
description.
This paper may not name the special place being described.
!There are several details but they are sketchy and there are
few descriptive words. The details may not relate to each
other well enough to clearly depict a specific place and
may, in fact, describe several places or events. There may
be little evidence to indicate that this is a special place
that had been experienced by the writer.
This paper may not name the special place being described.
There are very few details and they are so vague and
non-specific that the reader has difficulty picturing the
place being described. Usually there is little or no
organization of the details but this paper may also be one
that is organized but does not address the prompt by
describing a place.
(Fairfax County Public Schools, Office of Research and
Evaluation, 1983-84)

Score
3

2

Paragraph Coherence
Paragraph Coherent and Developed -The paragraph has an
expressed or an implied topic which identifies and limits
the main area of concern. · Every sentence in the para.graph
adds to or explains something about the main topic in a
systematic manner.
Paragraph Coherent - The sentences are linked using
transitions and/or other cohesive devices. The ideas are
ordered and their relationship to each other is clear but
the paragraph is in some sense underdeveloped. This
category also includes paragraphs that are overdeveloped;
that is, the writer incorporated at least two coherent
paragraphs into one.
Paragraph Used - The paragraph is visually discernible but
is neither coherent nor developed. The writer indented,
skipped a line, or stopped in the middle of the line and
started back at the margin.
(National Assessment of Educational Progress, 1973-74)
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Score

3

2

1

Syntax (sentence types) and Mechanics
Usually free of errors of word choice, spelling,
capitalization, pinctuation, awkward sentences, and
agreement errors. Also has sentence variety (simple,
compound, complex, and compound/complex) without fragments
and run-on sentences.
Some errors of word choice, spelling, capitalization,
pinctuation, awkward sentences, and agreement errors. Has
some variety of sentences (simple, compound, complex, and
compound/complex) with only one fra.gment and run on
sentence.
Numerous errors of word choice, spelling, capitalization,
pinctuation, awkward sentences, and agreement errors.
Little or no variety of sentences (simple, compound,
complex, and compound/complex) with several fragments and
run on sentences. Very difficult to read because of all the
errors.

The combination of scores for each paper based on this scoring
method would range from 3 to 12 with 12 being the highest.

As

previously stated, each paper would be read and scored on these
three categories by two trained readers from the Office of Research
and Evaluation.

APPFNDIX III

Student Writing Attitude Questionnaire
Stephen Foster Intermediate School

DIRECTIONS:
Mark all your responses on the Scan-tron answer sheet.
Use only a 02 pencil.
Read each statement carefully.
Select the response that best describes your feelings about the
statement.
Mark only one response for each statement.
Completely erase any response you may wish to change.
your new response.

Theo clearly mark

Respond to all statements.

Information Items
1. Mark as your teacher directs.
2. Mark A if you are female; mark B if you are male.
A. female

B. male

3. Indicate your present grade level.
A. 7th

B.

8th

4. Indicate your teacher.
A. Dux

if Spettel

B. Edens

C. Parris

D. Gray

E. Mills

Leave Blank

5. Indicate your race.
A. White B. Black C. Hispanic
Asian or Pacific Islander
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D. American Indian or Alaskan Native E.
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Practice Items
6. Watching TV is boring.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

7. When I have free time, I like to ride a bicycle.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

Writing Attitude Items
8. I write to help me remember things.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

9. I put off thinking about writing assignments as long as I can.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

10. I wish I could do more writing in school.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

11. I often write to help me think about things I am learning.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree
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12. Writing down my thoughts is a waste of time.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

13. It helps me to improve my writing when I talk to my classmates about it.
A. Strongly . B. Agree
Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

14. Writing stories or poems is something I do for fun.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

15. Listening to my classmates read their written work helps me to improve my
writing.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

'

D. Disagree

E, Strongly
Disagree

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

16. If possible I avoid writing at home.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

17. Journal writing in school is a waste of time for me.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

18. Writing helps me learn new things.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

19. I like to do many different kinds of writing (stories, poems, and
reports).
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree
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20. Writing helps me figure out what I am thinking.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

21. I have to do too much writing in school.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

22. Talking with my teacher about my writing helps me improve it.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

23. Reading gives me good ideas for my writing.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

24. When I grow up, I don't want to do a lot of writing.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

25. Talking with others gives me good ideas to write about.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree
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Computer Writing Items
26. I have a computer at home on which I write.
A. yes

B. no

27. I am afraid of writing using a computer.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain D. Disagree

E. Strongly

Disagree

28. It helps me improve my writing to use a computer.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain D. Disagree

E. Strongly

Disagree

29. Writing on a computer makes writing slower than writing by hand.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

30. Tile computer helps me revise my writing more easily than by hand.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

31. My handwriting is clear and 'easy to read.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree

32. Proofreading and editing is harder for me on a computer draft.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain D. Disagree

E. Strongly

Disagree

33. Writing my draft by hand first and then using the computer is easier for
me.
A. Strongly
Agree

B. Agree

C. Uncertain

D. Disagree

E. Strongly
Disagree
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